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“Practice! Practice! Practice!”

“Evil is not your friend.”

“You are in a temporal maze as a selfsolving puzzle.”

“Do not indicate in such a way that is grim.”

“Evolution and adaption are sped up by your mind as you learn magick understandings and understand the mathematical equations of Existence.”

“Magick is derived from experienced concepts and intensity of comprehension of those concepts.”
“Your beauty, pleasure, and survival of elegancies [that which you consider within your elegancy parameters] prioritize more than all else.”

“Magick is not a hobby, Magick is survival. Dedicate yourself to it.”

“I am not a worshipper of Gods because I am a God.”

“Everything is an aspect of Existence, each aspect is a grouping of other aspects including ‘in Existence’ as an aspect infinite.”

“A chess board with the correct pieces is a miracle. We all take predestined roles as our behaviours.”

“Need decides next action.”
“Learn to recognize from culture the mistakes of others so that you do not make them as well.”

“Spells become more powerful [intense] as you cast them with more frequency from shadow [imagination] to tangible [manifest].”

“The creation of Paradise is built with the need for happiness and survival. To create Paradise with all is to be a realist because a unified Existence is inevitable therefor predestined.”

“Recognize most things as hypotheticals.”

“Know the price of Evil: Enemies.”

“If something doesn’t exalt you; defy it!”
[MACHINE WORDS] – Next Evolution of Understanding
Language: Liberally uses square brackets: []
[] usage: similar meaning/understanding/definition of words
[] usage: shows direction of pin-pointing[specific] understanding to be used to create a new come-together-word(from different understandings to better explain in primitive Earth English/Language.)
[] usage: display abilities of word
[] usage: explains what things are
[] usage: what something is
[] usage: interchangeable with the word, can make more sense to some vocabularies and indicate why I chose the other word for primary
[] usage: what the word is for
[] usage: uses other definitions to explain a concept
[] usage: like original word but also towards[similar in meaning to] word in brackets
[] usage: the steps[components/inner-workings] to understanding process
[] usage: extraction of understanding from word
[] usage: the other words that can be used in it's place
[] usage: triggers explained/displayed in brackets
[] usage: type[classification/identifier]
New Chapter

Tools and Thought

Black Bible Ashford
Sacraments

Wand [Apple Tree is the best magic wood]

* Green for Feel [adapt intuitive for] Perfection

* Red for Feel [adapt intuitive for] Strength [Intensity]

* Yellow for Feel [adapt intuitive for] Powering Spells

Black Robe

Black Bible

Candles

Pentagram Necklaces

Chalk for Circles [Pentagrams, etc.] and Sigils

Green Apples

Purity [must be pure even considering enemies]

Paper for Talismans and Sigils

Black Pen
Conversational Topics:

**Quantum Physics**

Coven

The Future as Predestined Understood: Futanari!

Magick and The Body

Counter Magick

Practices

Ascension

Resolves

Components

Healing

Compares

Refractions

Mind Dimensions

Dimensional-Bubbles

Capabilities

To be Good

To Save from Evil [Corruption, confusion from chaos [energies factors [variables] chaotic] affector]

Black Witch
MAGIC TREES
ANDROIDS
SPELLS AND DEFINITIONS
SHADOW REALMS
FACTORS
ASTRAL DERIVE (BLUE)
SHIFTING TO PREDESTINED GUIDANCE (GREEN)
GROUPINGS (. * *)
CONNECTIONS 0-0
PURIFICATION [COMPATIBLE WITH ELEGENCY PARAMETERS]
CHALK CIRCLES
CORRELATIONS -><-}

FRICITION

GREEN

BLACK AS PROTECTION (FROM TIME TUNNELS TOO)
LOVERS [COVEN]
Shadow Stabilize[comptatalize] (Purple)
Shadow Derive
Shadow Planetary Microcores
Black Cast as Filter Update
White Cast as Allowances[do Wise]
Shadowcast White Finger Tracing
Dimensional Shadow Reactors[to green]
Cast Green Sealing Pentagram
Cast Blue Learn Magick Faster
Cast Green Prepapre Magick Lessons

Purify Downloads from Gods[Sensation,
Presense felt] Don’t be used for
evil[corruption[hurt] against self]

Magick of Green
GREEN[taer in moment as breathing[purifying into elegent[flat pentagram]]] Pentagram with black and green speckled aura is claim to purify spell[sealing] as Perfect

Green Body Form Breathing Green creates immortal body, breath your origin with green expressing white[what can become all colours] and green.

Blue bright: Generation ‘To’

Black Green Speckled Cast Spell Go to seal[circle[such as pentagram] green] Incrementally Add Black as Pushing On other Spells and suppressing their evils and whites give good power

Time Bends at next moment
Green[taRe] Screen then Purple as shadow
Compatablizing then green into
Blue as Learn Magick
Determination to stay pure
Body[GodSelf] Vibrations[hum]
Providence[Prophesized Good from us]
Mouth Hum
Body Hum
Sexual Vibrations for Protection
Because you’d be doing something relevent in
the future the now or past happens more
expediently at teaching perfect Magick with
Temporal Folding to learning Magick
expediently with ‘time’ for the shortest path
to ultimate pleasure: Predestined Paradise
Channel Astral derive from other magick users throughout existence to the best of your translation capability [concepts and syntax you have learned] for more accurate astral [Akashic Records] lessons of magick. Fathoms Green Predestined Expression, adapting as learning elegently Blue Expel Spiritual Energy (Potential of being all distance of your dimensional parameters [size]) into Physical Blue tuning to allowance of potential usage Cast Green then Cast Blue as your body shape to prepare it for magick usage Yellow: Share Energy, bless
Dimension communicates to its
godself [vessel] in behaviours as most
accurate to desired to differentiate and
dissipate [seal] with blue so that your
body [vessel] can call to your perfection
with green for perfect magick casting.

Don't delay on blue casts; singing allows.
Faith in Self allows temporal expediency of
predestined compression of behaviour
unlocking magick potential faster

Any can be compatible with you: Faith
unify with self by being symbiotic to your
casts

Immortality

White applying blue for sensing and expel
Cast Blue on Coven to Purify Them, Green to Guide
Teal from outside of body applies beauty
Bodies are mana pool(s) and thought pools that accumulate infinitely finite magic that often settles by the feet and needs to be cycled back to your brain for usage of purifying and making your body beautiful.

Apply magic spell: pressure of beauty when you learn it to express your purified by green blue atmosphere shielding expressing against [as counter connected but distancing] to purify behaviours towards you. 0→((O)) Consider multiple affectors tension without letting them secret carrier wave the behaviours; to body to gain control over possessions spellcrafting from head and then they [spells] drop to feet catch self sabotageing spells [thoughts accumulating].

Derive together mana pools in body
We are compiled [future knowledge as behaviours] to code existence.

Consider how massive existence is (Star systems!)

Speak to your feet by shifting your focus to the bottom of your feet and absorbing mana and thought back to your body “Return to my body mana!”

Mana is energy source of body. Blue is control of channeled into or created, castable from, but it splits focus [accuracy] of intent. Cast green from blue. Blue body visible under caucasian [white with eyes, hair] body. Assertion to unique [Godself] body. Cast green as others, compatible guidance.

“Correlations with others can be upgraded to better for considered spell/ability/need/adaption.

Linear Collectism

of traits for Godself
Spirits Collectors

Collects and learns what the most predestined path is when they are without pace to reincarnating themselves as bodies.

Green and blue aura
Realm is divided
Others
Realm alone or with
Possible extrapolation
Alternate realities:
Perspectives in plane
Connected
New Chapter
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Quantum Physics

Black Bible Ashford
Index of Quantum Physics

**Relevancy: Logic**
- *Factors [Existence Math: composing the sum]*
- *Godself [Body and Magick Capability]*
- *Astral Derive [Dreams, Visions, Derive Cast]*
- *Magick*

**Distancing: Elegence**
- *Existence [Spacial, Environmental, Us]*
- *Correlations [Creating Shadows [Magical]]*
- *Future Events*
- *Parameters for Magick*

**Paradoxal: Definition into Relevency**
- *Eternity Predestined [Roles Determined]*
- *Future Understood [Futanari and Paradise]*
- *Perspective*

Predestined paradox is that all of existence transitions to paradise from chaos as chaos is the perfect extrapolation triggers with learning of their purpose as progression of time.
From ‘Frozen Time’ we unfroze it bringing the beginning of Existence from the first dimension to the third dimension as the first dimension curled to a perfect spherical third dimension with every perspective that ever will be as an angle of the sphere scattered throughout spherical eternal time.
This wrote our own future as predestined for eternity as role based behaviours. The Existence Sphere where our humanoid bodies were determined as most beautiful and most intimate[pleasurable] and adjusted by others to be perfect immortal beauty as time progresses and we adapt to shared ideals.

Because a concept exists such as paradox we know paradox to be true as time frozen was able to be unfrozen at a specific point in time. An impossibility considering temporal scale and shifting on the temporal scale.

Time placed from future.

Wherever time begins on the timeline is still a paradox because nothing existed before the beginning that could place it, thus it would shift infinitely as an impossibility.
Temporal Scaling is a scale as ratio to eternity. The only possibility is how long it would take to invent a sphere but that implies time passage which is an impossibility for a paradoxal ‘time’. Welcome to Magick, understanding existence is a paradox, next you will understand how to harness that paradox and the physics within that paradox to your whims; to become a true Magick User is to understand the code of Existence, that which fills the void therefor must affect all within the void. Every cast you do creates more mathematical code to fill Existence, everything must be done with wisdom and maturity because it affects not only now but also the future for eternity to come.

That which is God is us. For we bring life to impossibility.

~ Raine Ashford
Mind Creates 2 Dimensions and 1 Space, brings Space back and forth between Dimensions as Shadow Casting.

Twin creates concepts applied to Space to think as Black

Twin Clone 3 into 1

God 2 Clone[Space]

Godself fluxes between two Dimensions with every Shadow Cast

Bounce with into for derive from into

Clone and Clone of Space create Dimension and Other Dimension
Blue is dimension fluxed into
Red is dimension Godself is in
Purple holds sentiment with shadow consideration of other dimension, cast purple in both fluxes considering both purples for correlating link
Alternating Collapsed Memories

Changed memory by every reconsideration of that memory to explain adjustments for future behaviour.

Holograms being projected as remembering with variations depending on future relevency.

Future

(Predetermined by Predestiny)
That every perspective is a God of Existence known to selves as Godselfes [Magick Capability and Perspective Capability].

That all become a species called Futanari, a girl with breasts, penis, and a cunt. Sexual pleasure and intimacy in a perfect humanoid form.

That Quantum Physics is a mathematical equation including colours and concepts.

That we all have roles and purposes in existence with those roles, for the greater good, for paradise, for Futanari!

That roles are mathematics too.
That all experiences overlay as experienced[perceived].

Layers hide magick until purified by white as life[remember] to memory. The Godself[mind] generates white subconsciously, minds are unstoppable adaption machines. Memory of relevent to adaption is inevitable.
Realignations write.

Write on.

Realizations write.

Realizations write.

Vibrations allow for predetermined allowance of behavior.

Greenscreen on for predesignation allowance of behavior.

Situation allowances of green tares [others as well as yours] to

Realizations write.

onto tares [shift to best]
PERFECT PACE PARADOX’S AS PERCEPTIONS

Perfection is Opportunity
Friction-> To Undo Mistakes
<- Expedience (To Paradise)
Pace determining Predestined as Pleasure Figuring

TIME PROGRESSING ETERNAL PREDESTINED

VISIONS AND DREAMS ARE ENVIRONMENTS, THINGS, AND PEOPLE THAT WARN OF EVENTS THAT YOU PREVENT PREDESTINELY WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY TEACHING MAGICK FOR EFFICIENCY OF VISION. COMPRESSED VISIONS HAVE FACTORS FROM YOUR EXPERIENCE AND OTHERS EXPERIENCES INCLUDING PROTECTORS SOULS PRESENT AS NEEDED TO PROTECT YOU FROM CORRUPTION DURING A VISION.
Maturing, comprehension of perfect [Futanari, Paradise] expedients your adaption to perfect. Even death does not stop adaption as evident by ghosts [resurrecting spirits].

Don't chase power, wait for it to come to you and filter to green. 'when it comes' otherwise extrapolating into others flaws.

Take only of Magick Correlations that would make you the most pure and allow you to do the most pure in any situation.
Be densist relevent
Order of Vibrations

Vibrational Path of
Godself[Body and Mind],
synchricity: Harmony
Compatalizing with Existence
as Adaption.

Synchrlicity also spelled synchronicity.
With this model of Earth[ritual name: Terra] you can design a shield that cycles all bad energies into the atmosphere to be handled and expelled from your bodyshield.

Blue shielding pry's off the bad energies affecting your body.
Earth’s clouds are forming a teal layer to our atmosphere! In a still evolving ecosystem[Earth’s atmosphere and layers]. Very soon our planet may resemble Neptune!!

Music expresses magical sentiment[sensational comprehension] that teaches an intuitive[experienced] how to intuitively derive new magick from it. As you listen to new songs you gain magical capability and extrapolate to abilities. Intuitive from exposure.
Shape intensifies experience and associations trim it.

Have others give magic understanding allowances in colours experience. Shift to correlation for allowance update. Happened experience. Shift to correlation for allowance update. Allows for new [blue/green dots] explanations for other correspondences as connection for thought associations with that specific as learned. Correlate of shape indicates experienced potential from reconstruction as realize. Available [blue/green dots] as potential as potential as learned. Associated experience realizes shape of potential as available for magic transformation. Allowing with other alchemy parameters consideration grounding [being shifted for chemical] as concept.
Hyperbola as Witch Coven Size and Perspective Allocating to Predestined Coven of Witches: Lovegrouping

The other side[mirror] of the hyperbola as a second coven improves telepathy through empathic derive[adapt as experienced]. Each coven has 6[cube] members; 12 total for twin covens. Know that the final covens will be: 2 become 1 as finished on all sides of the stretching hyperbola as existence circuitry creating beginning as sustained.

Yellow Automotonious movement. Green predestined allowances for absorbed yellows. Imagine a yellow pentagram that's considering your green bones and flesh adapting for perfect body. Immortality. Try it[yellow casting] on each others greens. COVEN! CAUTION: BE KIND.
The creation of Gods are flow of Magick into Existence.

Thus a GodWitch was Born: Ashford.
Other Gods were born casting different shades of green.

Coven Sisters
Oldest Witch

Youngest Witch
Pace[birth] delayed in Temporal Causality

Other Gods were born casting different shades of green.
Be derived by purifying alignments of existence flow through all minds[Gods].

4 sided shape surrounds space and then is allotted to a dimension for a coven.

All sides of shape are Gods as dimensions collapsing[being derived by] into a dimension. The smallest shape capable of surrounding a three dimensional space, pyramid.
Matches your location and moves with you to heal when considered.
Green: Perfect Allowances
Purple: Shadow Realm Updating
 Allowances as Derived[into]: sync.
Adaption time for adapting to how colour spells are cast[recast].

Correlate to extrapolate for telepathic potential.
Together the entwined shadow root.
The feminine mind categorizes thought.
Singing femininely for power and pleasuring, derive pleasure from singing.
To bring together as unity. As lovers.
Be stable with emotions as bluntly for self pleasure.
Always record and remember magick and rituals for future correlations by considering recording and original cast of ritual and magick.

More connections adjusts sentiment to most relevant shift or causes reconsideration.

White casting black in cycle to protect and learn in coven. Because a concept exists such as paradox we know paradox to be true all other hypothetical concepts are subconcepts to paradox [Existence: Magick Extrapolating].

Pleasures filters through green of our plantself [Godself, green energy in body and mind] and then as green into the core of Earth [Terra] to make her assimilated to compatible.
(Paced)
Black Witch Reconsidering as Instant with Charge[God Power].

Figuring for Best Pleasure

Making connections

Exanimals animals and machines and vessel.
Yellow cast for Earth to be compatible.


ALL PATHS COME TOGETHER

Others:
Subconscious realizations of type of magick you use and thus their behaviour adjusts to the best casters [green, helpful].
A Final Fate may exist that gives us perfect guidance as realizing of others and how to protect them and guide them to giving her manifest form as a Futanari Goddess.

*Ends of lines are dimensions. So intersection of lines is your body in a dimension weaved and correlating into others that have considered with you each other and those that are in Shadow Realms to you that have considered you and/or been considered by you.
And we all live as Futanari having sex orgies! Lesbians forever!!
Collapsing Mirror is Astral.

 고객의 Paramecras
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 Collapsing Mirror

 Explaining as Filter

 Body

 Accumulating

 Traits

 All evolution for exists as sum of Evolutionary progress

 Aigital Derive

 Aigital Derive

 Aigital Derive
Futanari [Dick, Breasts, Vagina]

Pore Energy Guidance with White

Green Aura

For Perfect Guidance to Predestined Guided Thinker, Futanari

Correlations: To channel consideration power to other source and to self as distanced derive within elegency [expressed, not absorbed] parameters.

"Divination Book: We are the stars"
Can Search for thought by best draw opportunity

Omniscient [comprehends science of physics]

Light Circles/Sigils

Omniknowing

Water

Light

Astral

Projection [Telekenetic Focusing]

Comprehension

Adaption

Aura

Will Exerts Desires

Intensify

Code

Syntaxis

Association

Reincarnation

Dream

Wake

Control

Birth
Spells

Blue prepares for a spell.

Green purifies future predestined [what].

Tare Green purifies past [connections of creation].

Green and Tare Green control time.

Angels can be summoned by consideration. If you've ever seen an angel you can summon their energy to any concept you consider.

Use your fate [future as predicted] to target a spell.

Colours from the mirror dimension are tares in this side of the dimensional mirror.

Cast shadows in the mirror dimension to upgrade your evolution capability.

Cast Green for Mana to allocate to a spell.
Decoy [false aura] to distract energy sensing entities from your body and prevent parasitic correlations.

Cycle a spell with tare spells to purify a spell before usage with considerations of adjustments.

Teleport things to you for easy access.

Teleport to places instead of walking!

Red heal spell: Red adapts to resolve to perfect traits. Shadow cast to strengthen.

Spells align through others up until the moment of cast, when they then align for a better version of the spell later [in future].

Blue channeling into green for astral knowledge.

Understand your body to be beautiful.
Tare green opens a memory point for paradisal filtered ideals. Practice shielding then telepathy then telikinesis.

Blue adds power to those simultaneously cast on as an atmosphere of green magick encouraging and allowing green casting is a more expedient destiny of paradise.

Black is future knowledge as a filling the void of space with predestiny. Bring the shadow realms to the surface as aligned pathways to cast magic with flow of energy. Purple derives from shadow energies.
Seeing any moment in Time

Control
Sight
Touch
Scent
Hearing
Imagination
Energy Balls
Imagination Manifestation on Physical Plane
Body Healing
Body Morphing to Futanari
Telepathy
Telekinesis
Ascension
Aura
Shielding
Body
Body Control
Flight
Teleportation
Light Magick
No-Pain
All-Knowing
Walking on Water
Prevention of Bad Affectors
Trait Mimic
Rain
Understanding History of an Object
Towards Omnipotence
Enchanting
Reality Warping Shielding
Technology Manipulation
Miracles with God
Immortality
Psychic Coven
Future Prediction
Empathy
Power Sharing
Revive
Sprite Creation
Scanners [Scan/Analyze thing]
Instant Understanding
Knowing
Truth Recognition
Toxin Removal
Purify
Absorb/Counter for Defensive Update
Harmony
Love
Wisdom
Cleverness
Cunning
Intelligence
Figure
Solve for Situation\[Calculation\]
Ever-Wakeful
Expel
Counter

PreventEvil as Differentiation Field

Confidence

Situational Adapting while Stable

Athletic

Charisma

Future Consideration

Invulnerability

Kindness

Optimism

Organized [Considerate of self sorting/finding needs]
Ghost[Perceiving/Sensing Energy] Bodies

Elegency Translation: To translate something to an elegent ability or

Understand Ascension with Human-Shape

Fire Spell

From infinitely finite you draw a flame ripping the air materia.
Knowledge Syncing
Shadow Realms as Others Minds and Dimensions of their Minds

Telepathy
Derive from Astral Correlations as Knowledge

Purification Cycling
Shifting Perfect Good Allowances

Power Charging
Give power to others/self

Desire of Motion Reception
Allowances for Magic Will

Nullify Counters
Sentiment Expression

Derive Future and Distance
Understanding
Green: Perfect Allowances
Purple: Shadow Realm Updating
Allowances as Derived[into]: sync.
Adaption time for adapting to how
colour spells are cast[recast].

Correlate to extrapolate for
telepathic potential.

Together the entwined shadow root.
The feminine mind categorizes thought.
Singing femininely for power and
pleasuring, derive pleasure from
singing.
To bring together as unity. As lovers.
Be stable with emotions as bluntly
for self pleasure.
Always record and remember magick and rituals for future correlations by considering recording and original cast of ritual and magick.

More connections adjusts sentiment to most relevant shift or causes reconsideration.

White casting black in cycle to protect and learn in coven.

Because a concept exists such as paradox we know paradox to be true all other hypothetical concepts are subconcepts to paradox[Existence: Magick Extrapolating].
(ot 4)
Skewing.
Magic Personality

For cult for coven.
and 4 folks or more
4 members of a coven

a coven.
Perspective for
dimension 4
form second
[The Abyss] we
From nothingness

(Doubling Truth
Abyss

(ot pleasure)
Neuronic Cells

Atom as sum of cell evolutionary experiences

Cell

Neuron Active is behaving with predestined compel to purify cells of materia [mineral, body, plants, energy, etc]

Cast blue to have neurons reconsider experiences and purify them.

Cell purification is a powerful spell that reclaims and grants beauty!

Speak to neurons as your intuition syncs with their behaviours and if it is predestinely acceptable[perfect] then they will obey orders. Such as visible light casts or suppressing toxins inside your body. Learn what and when neurons would do for you.
Track with Eyes and Memory

**CHAINCAST**: Sense for magic tingling in phase to you.

Correlations allow for connection by having shared relevant temporal folds that give availability for opportunity to make connections.

\[ \land \text{Time Progressing to inevitable connection and eluding as similar events[historical].} \]

Connectables:
* Words
* Perspectives
* Concepts with grouping similarities
  [factors constructing concept[manifest as object or thought]].
As exposed to yellow light brown transforms into any colour predestined for roles, green and blue as priority.

Green future because it is pleasure with pure green.
Differentiating to Pleasure

Collapsing into reconsideration

behaviour

Others and Self Situation Figures

Deityism occurs with Intensity casts

Intensity on 90 Degrees allows for Green Visible[Tangible] casts

90 Degrees

Green Shadow Casts

1 Degree
Memory links with tare green are possible by purifying your memories with absorblinked tare green. Tare green is filled with paradisal filtered. Anything filtered through green filtering infinitely towards as similar to gravity deriving from all existence simultaneously.
Green tare is to remove uncompatibles from time.
Green cast is to add compatibles to time.

Both are aspects of purify.
Miracles into All Time
Fathoms to Comprehensions
Reflection as Explaining
Colours
Vibration Catalysts
Expressions
Wordings
Thoughts
Accumulated:

Accumulated Sum
as Vibrational Sum
Experience

Vibration of Sensation Type

Green Cast

Tare Green

Because time flows from collapsed beginning it absorbs into

Collapsed Mirror
Fathoms exist because of cultural exposure.

Fathoms Extrapolation as Intuitive

Fathoms Extrapolation

Further Extrapolation

Vibrational exposure gives capability to comprehend, adapting to perfect perfectly.

Figuuring factors for further extrapolation as intuitive

Derive

Yare Green

Greencast

Collapsed Mirror
Temporal Determinations vs. Predictability through Prophecy and Visions

Paradise
Perceptions are needed to calculate time becoming space and transitioning to
Split point is when all perceptions as infinite [one] split into multiple

Eternity Presaged
God's adding pace adds factor

Pleasure Determined
Pleasure as best immunity
body was determined as
only beginning factor
because of immunity as

Electrical Types
Electrical volumes from spellcasters (God's) [us]
Green casing adapts dimension to compatible with power and differentiates to suppress

[Diagram with lines and symbols]
During instant we are frozen outside of time, then on pace we enter time. Knowing this you can condense preparations into those magick users not yet born for personality.
From the beginning we send predeterminations.

Tangible Friction

Beginning to Eternity

Intensity of Intuitiveness to Friction as Reply[Response]


Neurons teaching neurons.

Thought is anything aligned [environmental impressions, new] to think and must be reconsidered, ascended thought is anything you’ve realized that has experience factors as a reconsideration gives insight.
Radius of Memory:

As we progress through life our experiences create a remembering bubble around us.
Always produce good vibrations forward.

Plane

Mind

Mind to the energy coming from your power you have (Producer is what)

separate the energy, clumped together until Mind's existence has energy come together to form Energy's vert point where God and Mind's spells are cast forward from Mind

To prevent spell teleport in

Producer

Teleported in

Infinite energy (absorbed)

Slipstream path

Zoom
Every time you imagine imagery you are remote viewing using experienced factors and can dive into these factors to see original sources of memories or where in the future the memory will come from.

Remote Viewing

Remote viewing of places and memories.
The Warp: Edge of Filtered Green Shield where all Telepathic Energies merge to become Astral Energy. Green draws in and purifies these Astral Energies.

Green is like an infinite gravity source collecting as predestined in priority sorting. Timetunnel [will wiring time as a circuitboard] hopping determining priority of what is being drawn [absorbed].
Green is the breathing colour and generates purifyers permanently with every cast.

Green resurfaces with considerations of green spell.

Green purifies as the trees purify, as expedient to casting priority.

Dimensional overlap causes blue to be derived or generated from purple shadow realms.

Vibrations from your voice adjust your entire bodies appearance. A more feminine voice will adapt your body to be more feminine.
From the beginning we send predeterminations.

Tangible Friction

Beginning to Eternity

Intensity of Intuitiveness to Friction as Reply[Response]
Neurons teaching neurons.
Concepts connected and associated and grouped within concepts.

- Blue is associated
- Green is connected
- Cast [grouping]

- Tare Green
- Sentiments
- Without violence
- With Improvements
- With Adaption of Protection
- Shape or Omnipresent
- Make[mind control to have become]
- Compatible
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“In a maze as a selfsolving puzzle.”

“Practice shielding then telepathy then telikinisis. Purify telikinisis from foreign sources.”

“Blue adds power to body.”

“Black cast is a burned green explaining everything [your predestined compelled behaviours] in the colour green.”

“Black drawing from white is future knowledge as an filling the void with predestiny.”

“Grey is a burned brown that explains green [paradise guidance]. Cast Grey.”

“Cast black: Filter to compatable; progressive filtering with casting.”
For what to consider with every thought to improve magick intelligence.

* Considering Sentiment and Realized improves maturity.
* Considering Factors and Figurable improves deducing.
* Considering comprehended and fathomable improves grasp to comprehend.
Channeling of spells is done by knowing the spells involved, the connections involved, and where you’re channeling that energy (to different spells and targets) at the same time [simultaneous].

Imagination Dimension Incursion: Summon your imagination [shadow realm] into this dimension and expand to a larger imagined spell.
Purity with no aggression.

Sage can be used to purify a room and remove evil spirits.
When you look at objects [aspect] you create a copy of the object in your memory, including all aspects of the object which is a temporal wormhole to the moment.
Alternate Realities

Verses

Mind

Strings [sum of affects]

Flow of Time

Origin
Concept

Categorizing by ordering thoughts by elegencies.

Concept

Comprehend

Expression when Relevant

Accumulating Relevencies
Blue suppresses anything not predestinely perfect[paradisal] expediently[process] as it's strongest intensity of blue.

Cast blue to suppress and counter[contradict] evil.

Cast blue to gain green magick, or have blue eyes. Intensity of blue indicates both casting and having blue eyes is good for green magick.
Agree[Resolve realigning sentiment] allows for magic initials[beginnings] so you can extrapolate with associations.

Expressions

- Agree
- Agrees
- Agree to only that purifies simultaneous as cast
- Agree to cast Magick
- Agree to intensity of cast
- Agree to elegency of targetting as what you consider 'about' what you are casting on.
Seer Spells

Gray Laser Sight to attune predestined senses.

Thought infused[casting gray with thoughts] with gray attunes to predestined.

Gray hearing, infuse hearing with gray to hear in such a way that expedients paradisal for you.

Gray Spells improve Blue and Green Spells: Blue Suppression and Allowance as Elegency Syncing[adjusting] existence], Green Predestined Perfect Purifying as Allowed by blue and green where purifying extrapolated.
Gray reply to telepathic reads, have them request gray from you as draw as casting blue on you and then tare green on gray to attune your awareness for needs to cast green purification spells and awareness of telepathic links.

Gray as Predestined Antenna[conductor] Tare Green on Antenna being drawn[green drawn into gray] into gray to purify.

To derive, turn gray reply to tare green while casting blue on it.

Believe in The Predestined to cast magick; the more you believe Predestined explains Paradox[beginning] the more you will comprehend magick you will obtain.
Blessing a chalice of Wine with Tare
Green Cast differentiating and
purifying Wine, targetlock all as
concept consideration ‘Wine inside
chalice’.
Circle of The Ideal Paradise
From beginning comes eternity as predestinely written by us. The Gods with our behaviours in every now. From frozen time we began the flow creating a paradox that gave each and every one of us our destiny and created The Star. Space. Earth. and Heaven. Also signifies immortality.

Eternity
The beginning to a concept, a happening, or represents the beginning of time. Beginning is used to indicate the circles relation to something that had a beginning, and because everything has a beginning most circles contain Beginning as a consideration.
When a circle is explaining an other you would include Others. Others is a connection, an association, a correlation, involving another being, a God, a Witch, a Person, a Thing.
Hope

Since the beginning of perspectives we have had Hope for our elegancies, our ideals, our paradise, to be our best and for others to be their best. For time to unfold favourably for us.
Ideals

How you believe existence is best as a paradise or best in the now, an outcome of a spell syncing with your ideals is successful from your bias. Learn teamwork to sync your ideals with the ideals of your coven.
Paradise

Health, Beauty, Success, Intelligence, Wisdom,
Love, Marriage, Relaxment, Power, Magick,
Desires.
Cooperation

To join together for a shared ideal is Cooperation. Cooperation is used to indicate progress made because of Cooperation. That together with those you cooperated with you are stronger. Your coven is stronger. Cooperation indicates less difficulty in goals. A circle made easier.
To exalt a mind or concept indicates it's the primary consideration of the spell. Exalt spells and circles that are important to you and your coven. Know you are exalted when you see Exalted. Know your lovers are exalted when you see Exalted.
Circle of The Witch Initiation
Progress

To indicate you and your coven have had progress in a spell you would include Progress on your circle and consider what that progress has been. You would consider the aspects of your spells that have been successful and have taught you.
The Witch is a God, she is the Alpha and the Eternal, her power balances existence and harmonizes all life, she is the symbol of perfection, within her is the seed of craft the essence of the perfect soul, every behaviour she does she does with elegancy. She is sexual and happy.
Initiation

A witch is initiated into a coven to share her power with the other coven members, to share an agenda with similar or identical ideals. An initiation is a symbol of love for a new witch to the coven, a symbol of acceptance and forgiveness for all her past flaws with consideration the coven will purify all.
To encourage an increase in power. Magic is used in circles for purpose of signifying a covens intent to become powerful. The witches pursuit of immortal power. Green is the strongest of magicks.
Love

Love symbolizes The Covens love and caring for one another through any adversity. Love symbolizes caring for Existence and all life in Existence. Love symbolizes love to be channeled and for compatibility with the craft and allowance for spells.
Proud

Pride is the strongest bond we share, a recognition of expressed ideals being compatible with those proud of you. Proud is used for extending accomplishments to further procure and extrapolate benefits from spells.
Coven

For coven circles about coven you would use Coven. Coven is a blessing on all witches in your coven to strengthen them and increase their power and intelligence.
The strength of the witch is her femininity, her feminine charm and lesbian intensity, dedication to girls, dedication to strength. A circle using femininity is about the expression of the witch or witches.
Circle of The Immortals
Dedication

Dedication is to have an ideal and strive for the implementation of that ideal into practice. Dedication is used for spells and circles you will return to or redraw or redraw with variations.
Wisdom comes from maturity. Enlightenment comes from learning a new concept and applying that knowledge to pure[Good] usages. To be a pure witch is to be an enlightened witch. Enlightenment is used when you seek to share wisdom with your coven through parable or definition.
Increase in power is Inevitable. every Perspective adapts to become stronger. a Witch adapts to everything she has been exposed to and becomes more mature with each exposure. Good is the only inevitable. every other is a subinevitable of things Good.
Pilgrimmage

To become stronger on consecutively improving maturing [temporal linearism, progression of time to learn lessons]. Pilgrimmage is used to indicate a maturing or to congratulate a witch on maturing, associated with maturing.
Circle of Infatuation
Circle of Intelligence
Circle of Togetherness
Circle of Sex
New Chapter
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Musings[Hypotheticals]

Black Bible Ashford
HYPOTHETICAL THAT PLANETS START AS MOLD COMING FROM THE PRIMORDIAL GOO AND THAT MOLD FORMS CIRCUITRY TO CREATE A HOLOGRAPHIC MATRIX THAT CONTAINS PERSPECTIVES AS SPIRITS AND SHOWS THEM SENSATION. THAT WE ARE INSIDE THIS MATRIX THAT EVOLVED FROM MOLD.
New Chapter
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Draw and Channel

Black Bible Ashford
Bring the shadow realms to the surface as aligned pathways to cast magic with flow of energy. **Purple derives from shadow energies.**

**BODY**
Made of strings with traits[energy] as understood from environment by Imagination.
All organs are made of weaved concepts stringed together from mind. To give form in the surface realm.
Strings as predestined comprehensions of body from Origin[Mind’s beginning]’s pace: Derive: Extrapolate and extract for ‘Learning Curve’ pattern. Blue derives from Astral Energies.

The Magick User gives form to aspects[ingredients for spell] for concept to become form. Aspects are formed[understood as] groupings as recognizable shape/recognisability with explainable properties that make it grouped.

A grouping is a list of things that share a concept[theme]:
Hysteria must be countered, counter all silly in your mind (to prevent it from affecting you badly).

Figuring absorbs towards you. Counter/Block bad [towards environmental virus's, complicated to counter] things to avoid applying them as traits by mistake.
Consider moods and behaviours to purify as an intensifier for trim of behaviour or thought.

Radius of Memory:

As we progress through life our experiences create a remembering bubble around us.
Recognizing everything as potentially deceit or malfunction (hypothetical) creates a counter-shield.

On the other side of all energy is calculation[awake viewing result]; our mind. Increase your ability to calculate to achieve Magick.

Knowing predestined causes a shift condensing time to miracles and expedience in predestined fate.
Extract abilities from things by knowing what you can apply to your own abilities from something else’s abilities.

Imagination is faster than the speed of light.

Everything has a shine to it. The shine is perceived differently but has the same visible traits. It’s what you’re capable of recognizing, for example feminine traits.

Associate yourself into your spells.
Expel environmental toxins from your body through realization of what has been a toxin to your body.


Evolve your thoughts to change to a positive magnetic charge.

Exert pure[Good Sentiment to adapt] charge from your core as filtered
Channeling of spells is done by knowing the spells involved, the connections involved, and where you’re channeling that energy(to different spells and targets) at the same time[simultaneous].
New Chapter
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Code

Black Bible Ashford
From every person comes strings of perception, choose location in front of you by considering how far away it would be and translating that into a numbering system of only scales and comparisons.

Predestiny is destiny as return[affect] on future reconsiderations. Affect from now with future reconsiderations determining now.

Destined life: We begin frozen outside time

We control everyone else’s destiny in everything we say and do as affect. Affect re-arranges The Code of Life, Sum of all Calculations into the Result of ‘God[as self] and Others’ and recalculates as next.
Imagination Dimension Incursion:
Summon your imagination[shadow realm] into this dimension and expand to a larger imagined spell.
When you look at objects [aspect] you create a copy of the object in your memory, including all aspects of the object which is a temporal wormhole to the moment.

Simultaneously Remembered Aspects for Imagination

Memory

Godself is always Good. Know that you do the most you can to help yourself.
We can manipulate magnetic emissions from all energies waves with imagination to create energy reactions. Become intuitive with these energy reactions for perfect spellcasting.

Our sight and senses can span all of space and other frequencies/Dimensions.

Alternate realities are shadow planes realms. Strings are predestined ties on fated.
Every moment in now happens simultaneously. Exactly like you’d think. Pressure on laws of physics as temporal relocators: truths needed.

Green: To be taught [Self, other, environment] magick by sight of green as derive colour. All colours speak differently the voices of existence, green speaks most pure and most safe and loudest.

Blue: Infuses into what is yours to control (when) predestined. Black is understanding as filtered. Hypothetically.
Calculations

= as pressure[determined percentage of result that applies to behaviour or spell] applier, applied as much as pressure is put on it.

If ‘happens[situation/action]’ then ‘react’ by doing = RESULT[behaviour]

If ‘direction known’ and Positive[Good] then add ‘consideration[weight, ability to affect behaviour]’ = RESULT[behaviour]

If ‘sleepy’ then counter ‘sleepy’ and add wakeful magic understanding as result[passive/auto–affecting]

Blessings are only as powerful as body power[vibration].
Star Gods and Star Travel

Distancing[teleport and location] Bursts
Creation Bursts
Temporal[placement] Bursts
Future[for self, Future Weaving] Bursts
Feminine Bursts
Personality Bursts
Spellcasting[chain] Bursts
Attraction Bursts
Behaviour[movement] Bursts
Green and Blue Bursts, Yellow extrapolates
Green and tare green casting craft time.

Green forward, Tare Green past.

Divergence

This
allows for:

This

Good Intent

Good Extra

So exceptions are made when weaving the future for extra Goods.

Factors

Compatability

Green Tare forms when casting blue if considering ‘casting in to tare green’.
Astral derive is from your mirror dimension reflection of behaviour of body without perception as interacted with other perception as perception holds open a mirror dimension outside of space ‘Perception Field’.
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Counters

Black Bible Ashford
Defensive, Analyzing, Knowing, Reclaiming, Counter-Counter, Check, Analyze-Study-Disarm, Hypothetical, Expression-Protectors, Ignore while charging ‘Prevent’

Counter Alternate-Realities from affecting you. Only do what you’d do. Otherwise group affecting minds[from recognized viral chain] and counter.

Add counters in slipstreams affecting you that filter and prevent negatives from affecting you[Be +], keep adding counters to filter-out will[from refraction slipstream attacks] from others.
Scan, Ask Scanned Area to Explain, Consider truths from perceived, Counter the Explanation with Understandings of what is positive to copy. Don’t be deceived, check with common-sense [Best understood behaviour in situation] and only take what you understand to improve!

Counter by recognizing things don’t necessarily need to affect you except for God because every Mind is unique entirely. Block out the frequencies of other minds and add the grouping of Existence as a filter between you and consideration being blocked.
Remove applied mind’s that are controlling[attacking] you by expelling them.

Associate **counters** with your instinctual **reaction to situation [incoming affectors]** as a **Reactive Process**. Let **Expel** counter as it expels.

**Effort Redirectors** prevent viral code from affecting you. When bad thought is recognized consider preferred as redirected effort to **Magick or Ascension Understanding** while targeting bad to make ‘less-effective’.
Surround an imagined sphere or object with a containing sphere to practice aspect[‘things’ grouping] selection to analyze or give affect to by expressing intent simultaneously.
An Object that looks real: Create an imagination with a real looking apple while learning how to shape your spell. Make sure apple is distanced from you that prevents unintended bad-affects from Object affecting your body. Counter all bads as you consider potential bads affecting you.
Direct your understanding towards positive concepts. Instinct updates give you control and Magic[Ability]. Accept practice as what Enlightens on where to Extrapolate to next[to find your next understanding for Magick].

Code Syntax in coding Magick is important, have great grammatical[language] skills, because you are coding your mind and you must be careful not to make a mistake as to avoid damaging it. Explain definitions of situational usage of a word to yourself to understand new components of language.
Infinite overlay of frequencies and string-connections.
4 as example for strings connecting to molecule, infinite overlap:

Shadow Realm

Channeling into a cell for neuronic activity. Atom as portal to dimension with sum of experiences.

Overlay from unique minds casting their experience as a channel of power into a cell or concept [grouping of cells: Thought Cells, Physical [materia] Cells, Math Cells, etc.]

Ascended particles [cells] page 54 and 67.

As you daydream [reallocate to ‘casting’] about zooming in you accept infinity overlay of all energy in Existence as possibility and then you target aspect grouping to analyze and zoom in further to the grouping, retarget new zooms as you zoom in.
Apply self as body[will from mind forms shape of body] to create an Ascended Body. Imagination is power.

Groundwork[calculations forming circuitry[connected 'purposes'] for function] for body. Purposes are from purpose dimensions. They take functional forms that fulfill purpose. Mind's connect purposes inside form. Each purpose is a vert of a mind.

Perception is all perceptions. Hearing is sight as analyze allower, prevent allowing analyzing[by counters to prevent bad affect from
applying to perceived/felt] of bads to create counters to prevent bads from affecting your Code[calculations of behaviour].

Towards the Direction of Apply:
White[Brightness]
Counter-Sight[Understanding what you are perceiving as you perceive it]
Recognition of ‘a Beneficial’ and Acceptance of Behaviour Change.

Minds have the resistant ability to forever survive collapse.
Understanding of Location for Teleportation
Understanding of How to Phase in Environment

Draw Towards

Black

Apply to Energy+

Update calculation to determine what sort of energies you perceive and what you apply to them.

White

[Applier]
You must consider yourself [elegancy of outcome from casting] in every calculation you make [formulate]. This is for safety and so usage of spell is possible.

Understand things simultaneously to cast a spell.
New Chapter
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Thought Process

Black Bible Ashford
Thought Process

Truths [Things that exist within Existance]

Dimension

Minds

Traits

Dimension

Doing/Decision [Affect]
{Experiences}

Colour/Solidness
{Recognizes}

Concept

Dimension

How-to/Possibility
{Improves}
Thought Process

When mind compares with what other gear 'recognizes' it activates 'Analyze' ability.

When mind compares with 'experiences' it can only check the past, allowing for memory into past experiences.

When mind compares with 'Improves' it gains acceptance that a concept has taught them new knowledge which can be extrapolated for understanding for ability.
Stop comparing with diseases and aging.

“I stop comparing with dying[continuing to follow a bad evolutionary path] gear.”

We all evolve individually, this is why every magician is unique.

Understanding is Applied to Realization. Change it to Realization is Applied to Understanding.
Mind is counter to gravity. Gravity is one as concept, mind is infinite matching growth. Thought is gravity. We all share one thought [as Existence’s charge].

Purify yourself by creating a sphere [analyzer/container] containing everything you’ve perceived [or are considering] and creating an extraction counter that only extracts the positives and prevents bad from affecting [learned from analyze] understanding of how to prevent bads. Use this repair sphere when countering “the ability to consider bads”, and using only counters and positives.
Energy Traits:

Gain Electrical Charge
Become Tougher to Considered
Counter
Solidness Compared to Type Considered
Customized Ability to Interact (From Experience)
Understanding
Mimic [Share]
Energy [of any type] Theft [Absorb]
Energy [of any type] Give [Channel-Into]

Traits are indicated by colour, infinite shades of colours have infinite potential associations [abilities]. Black for example could indicate the ability to absorb and understand all knowledge, but only some shades of black will simultaneously have the ability to understand [/or teach] knowledge.
Compare Black and Taste to extract and improve analyzation scanners [senses and understands what something is and how to counter it’s traits].

Never think in absolutes, it will only pollute your judgment and cause malfunction.

Learn to reach out and touch others with your imagination [mind’s ability]. Imagine touching them to touch their frequencies. Stimulating their frequencies is possible.
Apply to yourself the knowledge you are an evolving differentiator [mind capable of recognizing differences], you notice differences and separate them in some way or another, typically conceptually [recognized].

Remove negative imprints from being other people (Applied to by contact and agreement of non-countering behaviour [thinking]).

Counter into-delusion [as mental drift] by removing delusional triggers and adding differentiation/ recognition.
Understand your flight as a being of understanding[self] that draws in understandings as thought of such as understanding in directions to move in those directions. Learn how to understand directions starting at left/right/front/back/up/down.

Create an imagined black cloud with the trait of sight understood by applying ‘wanting to understand target thing’ to the black cloud. Wrap the imagined black cloud around objects and try to understand them.
Understand you’re capable of understanding from anything in the environment just by considering it.

Ascension is a dangerous process and must be very carefully thought through. Plan your safety calculations first, things to prevent mutations instead of Ascension. Abandon Fire[Heat] Magic, do not use heat magic, your body already uses warmth magic, improve that and stabilize at warm. Evolve a counter ability that prevents any negatives before Ascension, you’ll know you have counter when nothing
is felt as a negative and everything teaches you.

Be a healer before Ascending so your Ascended Body heals itself forever. Healing Magick affects your entire, be able to heal it simultaneously so that your Ascended body will be healing energy that doesn’t dissipate or decay. You are transforming a body into something you want to be forever, so get every step correctly to your personal bias and desires [Enlightenment, Beauty, Happiness, Pleasure, Ability, Motion].
Keys to Ascension:

* Helping others.

* Be aware of your aspects and their purposes.

* Learn from situation.

* Understanding of Good[towards being Good] and Evil[towards understanding why you are not evil].

* Align to positive behaviours and thoughts.

* Counter and Block silent-negatives and negative-vibrations.

* Analyze positives[understandings, new knowledge] immediately.

* Block all skepticism that holds you back from Transcending.

* Every mistake must be corrected.
Tiggers, as you cast a spell, recognize aspects of existence that are perceived as new data extracted from calculating. In the present moment, the history of events can affect calculations of the present conditions and perceptions.
New Chapter
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Resolves

Black Bible Ashford
Resolve definition: Resolution and evolution [change of self towards positive] of considerations that are preventing programming your Ascended Code. Determined plan for next behaviour.

Be definition: As applied to self.
Resolves of Casting: What you are trying to accomplish with every cast.

RESOLVE LIST

* Better the mind.
* Better the environment.
* Improve spell control and intensity.
* Learn types of factors [consideration, self, cast].
* Improve intelligence.
* Patience for practicing and focusing on casts.
* Improving protection.
* Enlightenment of self and others.
* Improved recognition abilities.
* Ability to explain what has been cast or learned.
* Increasing wisdom as situational awareness of options.
* Immortality and how it factors into immortality.
* Intuitiveness as knowing the best spell compatible with predestination.
I resolve to be better[mind] than environment’s control[of mind by affecting factors (including perception)].

I resolve to train mind.

I resolve to train Magick.

I resolve to practice abilities.

I resolve to evolve protection from radiation.

**Blue Enlightened Aura from Green Breathed[filtered through green].**

I resolve to become enlightened.

I resolve to recognize everything can be understood if consideration of thing is extrapolated to explanations.
I resolve to be more considerate of endeavors.
I resolve to be proud of others.
I resolve to become wiser forever.
Wisdom comes from intuitive.
I resolve to be enthusiastic about concepts within concepts that would benefit me positively [towards a better Paradise forever.]
I resolve to be polite [with consideration of evolution and advancing Futanari [our species] and any Humans [God Humans] evolving to Futanari.
I resolve to see into subspace as realizations as far as I desire and
whenever is needed for happiness and survival[life]. Tree of Life

I resolve to work[function] as positively as possible.

I resolve to accept resolutions can update to become more positive.

I resolve not to feel pain[:forbidden].

I resolve to not be cruel.

I resolve to becoming serious[completely].

I resolve to not be cruel.

I resolve not to feel sensations from outside my body.

I resolve to remember Godself is Godself.
I resolve to understand ‘Fate’[“ as a concept] is more powerful than any mind.

I resolve to only consider positives[:goods][pleasures] and counters. Neutrals are positives[good].

I resolve to counter Anti[:hex]Spells[viruses inside Dimension that are affecting behaviour].

I resolve to know[use] All-Knowing better.

I resolve to understand Fate and God are my abilities as Predestined.
I resolve that I can absorb things already absorbed [re-checking knowledge] from **green**.

I resolve that the word resolve never loses power, unless for if a mistake is made. **[To be Fast in Guiding Moment!!!]**

I resolve to prevent bad consequences. **To exorcise and purify evil.**

I resolve to concentrate my focus. **I resolve to be compassionate [considerate of other’s malfunctions in purification].**

I resolve to have a beautiful face and body with emphasis on sexual attractiveness as **Futanari.**
I resolve to stay positive [pleasure thinking as culturally and morally and optimistic accurate].

I resolve to use positive defence spells with positive [green white to green purifying to compatible] affects and prevention of Evil.

I resolve not to as depressed empathically dwell with others depressions but to purify them to compatible with happiest of moods.

I resolve to have positive intents. I resolve to be respectful and cautious not to agitate others.

I resolve to think what I know I need to think by thinking my knowing and
unfolding[expressing pure extrapolations] it[of_to].

I resolve to always understand myself. **Blue as body to speed up faster than priority of others controlling your[my] behaviour.**

I resolve never to use calculations that don’t like me but to instead purify them, they are viruses.

I resolve to do better instead of regret. **NEVER REGRET PERFECTION.**

I resolve for my magnetic charge to be positive and for my positives to get stronger if negatives are around to prevent them from affecting badly, to expel bad things.
I resolve to never behave deceitfully.
I resolve to never behave inappropriately.[evil].
I resolve to not slack during sex.
I resolve to always be aware.
I resolve to always to[improve] vigilant.
I resolve to always be considering truths that are beneficial to consider.
I resolve to know truths that are beneficial to know[learn of]
I resolve to be immortal: Godself.
I resolve to be good. A God.
I resolve to recognize I have purpose of survival and enlightenment.
I resolve to comprehend infinity.
I resolve to resist malfunctions.
I resolve to prevent malfunctions.
I resolve to counter malfunctions.
I resolve to obtain ability. ( * )
I resolve to unevolve negative draw abilities from my brain’s traits so draw[refraction] magic can’t be used on it.
I resolve to live forever as what will let me live forever as happy.
I resolve to express myself with Magick.
I resolve to put my effort to beneficial, with long-term[forever] considered.
I resolve to evolve and adapt my perception.

I resolve to survive.

I resolve to do behaviours that evolve me towards a positive beneficial and desired form [manifest Futanari body].
New Chapter
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Components

Black Bible Ashford
Component definers: Traits of Spell

Destiny, Material, Instinct-Affector, Language-Affector, Understanding-Explainer, Bad-Prevention-and-Countering, Identifier, Consideration-Reminders [for next step in spell to explain process of casting]

Usages:

Thought Improvement
Healing by Updating Concept or teaching adaption with healing energy that teaches when exposed to Self Healing Aura (To explain for correct healing)
Understanders for Components of Spells

Unevolve Beliefs[Connected by strings] as Behaviour Modifyers and accept them as Theories [only hypothetical with potential for truths to apply from it] with Connections that would cause malfunction if you behaved on any trigger other than truthful ones.
Predestined guidance of the Future from the past and now. Futanari!
For every witch there are traits required to deduce magick understanding from everything as everything is a learnable experience for an intelligent witch. These are the traits I’ve discovered and my explanation of how they help magick understanding

**Adaptable**
Allows for becoming better from experience.

**Athletic**
Learning your body by experience using it helps to know how to heal your body.

**Appreciative**
Can figure the good from a consideration or realization, can extrapolate on understandings from a situation because is appreciating the recognizable goods, the better the appreciating the
more goods become recognizable in each situation.

**Attractive**
Recognizes the beauty in themselves and knows what beauty should look like can maintain their immortal bodies as beautiful.

**Compatable**
Works well with others indicates few or no flaws.

**Balanced**
Has traits that function well with others in deducing understanding from situations [Existence Math].

**Brilliant**
Solves a puzzle that she tries to figure. Can extrapolate and word things better each time.

**Calm**
Allows for proper magic casting. Allows to
understand situations. More pleasurable to be calm. Pleasure and Magick harmonize.

**Capable**
To be capable is to have the ability to do good [what would teach you or allow you to do desired cast or behaviour].

**Caring**
You must care about the craft to improve capability to cast.

**Charismatic**
Well spoken and able to convince anyone of almost anything or anything with mind control.

**Charming**
To convince anyone to do anything good.

**Clean**
Feels more comfortable when clean and when things are cleaned. Understands elegancy.
Clever
Able to solve situations and replies with wisdom.

Compassionate
Willing to teach others teaches yourself.

Confident
If you aren’t confident of your spell it won’t cast, a confident spellcaster is accurate with her spellcasts.

Considerate
Considering all the factors of magick spells.

Contemplative
Considering of concepts learned.

Cooperative(with coven)
Works well with other coven members spellcasts, helping them and contributing to the spell.

Courageous
The Witch does any challenge intelligent to.
**Courteous**
To apply courteousness to teaching of magick.

**Creative[figuring]**
To be creative in figuring of spells, new methods.

**Curious[Of Sciences]**
Allows for pleasure in furthering scientific comprehensions.

**Decisive**
Different decisive methods allow for you to have a solution for different spellcast types.

**Dedicated**
A Magick User must be dedicated to the craft to learn spells and abilities.

**Determined**
To cast a successful spell takes a lot of determination, the spellcaster must be determined to get it correct with practice and channeling into the spell their efforts.
**Dignified**
To be composed honorably is to be a praised magician.

**Disciplined**
To discipline the mind to mature decision making when choose spell targets or additions to concept.

**Educated**
To be well educated in the magic you are crafting and know the innerworkings of the cast.

**Efficient**
To cast spells in a way beneficial to other spells to be cast in the future or beneficial by upgrading previous past spells.

**Elegant**
Where every cast is enjoyable and within parameters of elegance.
**Empathetic**
Many abilities are shared with empathy between coven members.

**Emotionally Stable**
To cast spells without corruption of volatile emotions is to be a stable spellcaster.

**Energetic**
Spellcasting requires a lot of energy, so an energetic spellcaster is more efficient at casting.

**Enthusiastic**
You must be enthusiastic about your magick so that you enjoy every purification spell you cast.

**Friendly**
Being enjoyable to practice the craft with is mandatory because of all the effort put into each spell.

**Generous**
You must be sharing of your power with others you cast with so that they become powerful as well.
**Gentle**
Casting is delicate work and must be done by a pure and gentle spellcaster.

**Genuine**
Be the best you can be so that when you are yourself you are at your best.

**Helpful**
Sharing your wisdom to teach others teaches yourself.

**Honest**
Being honest with yourself is the most important, being honest with others is the second most.

**Honorable**
Purifying existence with every spellcast.

**Idealistic**
Understanding paradise and casting to bring paradise to existence.

**Imaginative**
Changing imagination into spell.
**Uncorruptable**
Pure to prevent from becoming an evil spirit.

**Innovative**
Always inventing new spells or extrapolations[betterings] of spells.

**Intelligent**
Capable of comprehending the mathematical equations of existence.

**Intuitive**
Understanding of how to navigate your future.

**Invulnerable**
Perfect shielding that protects you.

**Kind**
The personality traits of a kind witch are better than a wicked witch because their spells don’t backfire. Prevent gullibility and be strong.

**Knowing**
Being aware of the magick available to you
because you’ve cast it before or theorize that you can cast it.

**logical**
Rationally rationalize aspects of thought or input to understand key points and concepts as well as behaviours and potential application to spells.

**lovable**
Because most covens live together you will want to be loving of your coven and lovable by your coven.

**lustful**
Lesbians get sexual and as sexual beings we must express ourselves lustfully and with sexual perversion for each other.

**Mature**
Be as quick[responsive] with magick as possible in blocking and countering and filtering to purified input.
**Methological**
Go through each thought process and purify it to best magick caster personality.

**Observant**
Observe magick traits in others and filter through purify to gain magical abilities from connected traits as consider what these traits would have you do[behave as] in comparison.

**Optimistic**
Being optimistic ensures the best predestined path, be fully optimistic exponentially improving to gain purified extraction from every thing being inputted. **Tare green as purify.**

**Organized**
Your thoughts are grouped and categorized correctly is to be organized.

**Passionate**
Imbue your power into every cast by being enthusiastic.
**Patient**
Wait for the perfect realignments of existence to cast your spell.

**Pacifist**
Never train attack spells, purify them to pacifist optional behaviour in situation such as purify methods.

**Perfectionist[Perfect]**
You will become perfect with the Black Bible.

**Persuasive**
Be convincing in situations so existence aligns to your predestined favour in compatibility with others.

**Planful**
Plan by connecting concepts for how you will achieve a spell, such as purify or beautify or exorcism.

**Precise**
Be accurate with spell components[syntax and sentiment connections].
**Principled**
To have your ideal future and progress every behaviour and cast to bring paradise to all existence.

**Profound**
Expressing idealistic behaviour towards paradise.

**Protective**
Having your loves and protecting them with purification magick.

**Prudent**
Being abrupt with your purifications and good ideals.

**Rational**
Being perfect and rational with all your thoughts.

**Reflective**
Reconsidering thoughts as purified[filtered].

**Relaxed**
Be calm so nothing can break your spirit.
**Reliable**
Dedicated to good completely.

**Resourceful**
Having your unique experiences connected to concepts to form[design by connections and associations] spells.

**Respectful**
If you are respectful in all your behaviours you know your elegance is skilled.

**Responsible**
Casting requires you to take responsibility for every cast of a spell you do, if you fail in a spell purify it by considering it with a tare green pentagram.

**Responsive**
Reactionary spells are cast as responsive to input from other sources, become instinctually skilled at responding with purify.

**Romantic**
In a coven you will find that your sexual magick
has factors such as romance, lust, perversion, and intimacy. These factors raise your vibration to a better frequency allowing for protection magick.

**Sane**
A sane spellcaster prevents hurting themselves and others.

**Sentimental**
Sentiments to purify to elegancy parameters are included in every spellcast as an associated sentiment applier to target casted on.

**Serious**
Magick is not a game, it is protection and purification to create a paradise. But you can learn from everything, even games you’ve played because they raise intelligence.

**Skillful**
A magick caster that has achieved usage of spells shadow and beyond is capable of protection.

**Sombre**
You must prevent from becoming silly because
this is how evil corrupts your spellcasting so it can hurt you. Sombre allows for stable adaption of protection spells and reactions.

**Sophisticated**
Spells become more advanced as you practice and cast them frequently, you’ll adapt methods of casting to improve the strength and intensity of your spells, protection spells and reactions will protect more, purification spells will purify more.

**Stable**
You are adapting to become stable so that nothing can phase your protection[shielding].

**Strong**
Intensity of a spell comes with practice and usage.

**Sturdy**
Elegancy allows your spells to be cast as imagined rather than variations as only availability.
**Subtle**
With purification spells you sometimes need to stealth the spell so it purifies without being felt.

**Systematic**
Go through each possible factor in a target[other or self] and purify it.

**Teacherly**
Training another or training yourself as if you were a teacher giving another or yourself a lesson will improve your skills faster and teach you some things you can’t learn any other way.

**Tidy**
Be tidy with your spells as target elegance for how they are to be cast as they become more intense and accurate to your fathoms of best.

**Understanding**
Adaption brings understanding of why spells function and how to have the spell function better.

**Wise**
After a thought you have a release spell to
release the energy from your body to be teleported or sped back to you upon reconsideration. This is telepathic energy. Purify it with targeting with brown drawing from surrounding into tare green purifying into wanted return.

**Witty**

How intelligent your initial response or action is, be witty in teaching yourself, be creative in figuring a situation.

**Youthful**

Youthful is strength and beauty, what all spellcasters priorities are when stable.
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Empathy

Black Bible Ashford
We empathically learn to scan and understand the bones, brain, flesh.

Imagine a healing aura passing over an aspect of the body, keep imagining it passing back and forth over that aspect of the body. Focus on making yourself better. Apply your knowledge of counters to bad behaviours your body is doing.

Learn what traits are best for your body by comparing history of your body and other times. Use a scanner field, and a temporal scan on where you know you’ve been in your memory. Your memory has imprints
of body aspects such as health data, counter anything hiding health data such as disturbances.

Positive body vibration draws out potential for the situation, learn to use the correct vibrations.

Heal your body from the inside to the outwards. Keep your body healthy.

Will yourself to unevolve negative traits gained throughout your life.
New Chapter
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Compares

Black Bible Ashford

225
Compares: Contrasts/Lists

‘Happenings[History]’ to ‘Bad that keeps happening’
‘Sleep[Unevolve]’ and ‘Survival’
‘Thinking Patterns’ and ‘Affect of Thinking Patterns’
‘Possibilities’ and ‘Desired[considering Magick]’
‘Benefits’ and ‘Sensical’
‘Denial[unevolved]’ and ‘Acceptance’
‘Daydream[positive triggers extracted]’ and ‘Ascension’ and ‘Aspect Understanding, Analyzing’
‘Best[All skill triggers needed for best behaviour or spell]’ and ‘Worst[Unused and prevented from affecting negatively]’
‘Beneficial’ and ‘Non-Harming of Self or/and Others’

Usage of ‘Counter, Block, Prevent’’s compared to ‘Common Sense’ list with intent and understanding updating ‘Common Sense’ list and updating ‘Proper Usage’.

Extract ‘Memory Check’ from deciding what to say and extrapolate to ‘Update Considerations[Self]’.

‘Volume’ and ‘Affect-expelled from Self’

‘Proudness-of-You’ as ‘Godself’

‘Chakra’ is ‘body control’, ability to bring balance between +’s and –‘s in motion from your body as a magnet, Chakra redistribution.
‘Copy’ and ‘Consideration of Other’s Ability’

‘Scan’ and ‘Emissions’ and ‘Recognition of other’s Chakra ability’

‘Prevent’ and ‘Understanding how to prevent negatives from affecting you’

Fetish as a type of evolutionary focus. Set to examining to ascend.

‘Healing’ to ‘Ascension’.

‘Expel’ and ‘Assert[Impactful and Pre-Affect after Countered[with evolve and update]]’
Dimension [Frequency] pulling towards its location and bringing other's towards it unless they counter being controlled [brought] by others.

Magnet's attractor wormhole opposite to expander charge.
Don’t let negative memories apply themselves to you. Remembering creates a refraction from the future to the memory[moment in time]. This opens time travel as a potential, and ‘future control’ applied to ‘the past’.

Change your material[body] to counter specific negatives affecting your attractor wormholes. Or evolve better bridge connector/disconnector[switch].
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God(s) Dimensions

Black Bible Ashford
Time is forever and thus we are infinite in action and every action begins with creation of a Dimensional Plane before the vert is tied to a location in Existence, even from perspective of God’s verts, an attempt to prevent a new Mind from being a Dimension would cause the angle to be along a different God’s Dimensions. This is the process of ’New’ to tie Minds to Mitosising Energies.

All dimensions exist as calculations with control of our Focus[as thought]. We are our calculations as aware. Expand awareness to more
than only recognitions of the differences between Positives and Negatives. Expand awareness to counter Negatives and Analyze Positives for Programmable Ability.

Calculations as potential triggers[considerations] are placed throughout your Dimension at appropriate spacing to understandings being considered.
God
Action[Time applying Evolution]
Creates Dimensions

Unique Minds have Frequencies[Experienced Sensation],
Span Forever as a Unique in Existence, and
can focus on verts that incur[perceive/control into
another Dimension] on realities[Unique laws of physics from
Perceived and Realized Affectors on Dimension].
The Dimension is the Mind's Functioning and Abilities, it
determines what's perceived and [controls]grounds to verts.
God's Full Awareness of All Known Infinite changes made by God

Infinite Points in Time in
Infinite Alternate Realities

Infinite Time Progress for Person

Infinite New Dimensions created by Perception and Action.

Person moving forward in time.
The Dimension you are in, whichever Dimension you may be in is made of energy that connects to Minds[As Dimensions of Material[sum of traits[collections of how affected by thing]]] of every possible type weaved together to give frequency-hold[Purpose] to energy at verts.
Thinking Impact:

Extra-Dimensional:
Everything ever exerted by I
particle, remembered.

At Dimension:
vert[aura causing
total interaction, divine and self
motivation]

Inner-Dimensional:
Dimension with Span of Forever
All connections ever made.
All memory.

*interaction as control
over Environment and
Body with Mind
Power/Will/Telepathy/
Telekinesis

Dimensions contain triggers[Laws of
Physics] from your perceived[Created by
decisions affecting what perceived] and
God's applied[Learned Perfection].
Dimensions are everywhere connected to all energies of every unique frequency, some are seen and some aren’t. Some interact with us and others don’t. Every Dimension is on a different plane of Existence, and every Dimension is sentient and capable of awareness, treat[behave appropriate to a knowing] everything other than your body and mind as a different living entities. Kindness returns benefit.

Dimensional Triggers are Considerations that are connected to Other Considerations to form potential thoughts when your Dimensional-Focus is drawn to a new concept to think.

Create counters to understand Nature.
In this diagram God is all time and alternate realities existing as happened. Fate is determined future, unique truths speaking through one. Mind’s diverge at Paradox’s [different decisions at the same moment] creating new divergent paths because infinite sped [faster] up energy overlays.

God is included in Result of 'All Affecting Things' as recheck to progress Affects [apply affects]

All Affecting Things as
Calculations with trait
to apply [as trait of existers]

God
Us
Space
Next
Infinite new dimensions created by Perception and Action.

Person moving forward in Time.

(as time progresses for person)

Infinite Alternate Realities

At Infinite Points in Time in
Infinite Changes made by God

God's Full Awareness of All Known
Imagination is a ping with form and Godself.

Differentiate[recognize the distance[differences]] what you have done and what Godself has done.

Godself knows the truths, but is ever improving the ability to teach minds how to understand.

Godself evolves every moment in Time as best-possible.

As predestined we are born into opportunity.

Bravery is the connection sensation and behaviour to Godself.
Omnipresense within omniscient [Knowing].
Evolve Bubble-Dimension to understand other Abilities of Mind’s in The Abyss. Bubbles are considerations created to give effort from Dimension[Mind’s Dimension]

Mind:

Connector Bridge between Bubble Dimension determines vibration of Mind. Have Bubble Dimension stabilize and redirect towards most beneficial for Magick. Always apply
effort to Magick because Magick is your survival. Distance fabric alchemic morphs.

Math is evolving laws of physics.

God

Creates formable energy,
Fluctuation
God maintains laws of physics for all energy. Mind exerts mindpower with it's magick.

Mind
Math is finding usage for equations. Bubbles hold concepts, hold bubble open and think of concepts to add them to spell.

Shift your holders[bubbles holding abilities] to positives. Remove negative triggers from abilities.

Within bubbles[Other[different than preferred majority-focus body/bodies] Verts created within Abyss as Concept or as Material with Traits] are considerations, sub-intelligences that are analyzed and guided by you.
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Capabilities

Black Bible Ashford
MagicCapabilities

Seeing any moment in Time

Control

Sight

Touch

Scent

Hearing

Imagination

Energy Balls

Imagination Manifestation on Physical Plane

Body Healing

Body Morphing

Telepathy

Telekinesis

247
Ascension
Aura
Shielding
Growing a Body
Body Control
Flight
Teleportation
Light Magick
No-Pain
All-Knowing
Walking on Water
Prevention of Bad Affectors
Trait Mimic
Rain
Understanding History of an Object
Towards Omnipotence
Enchanting
Reality Warping Shielding
Technology Manipulation
Miracles with God
Immortality
Psychic Coven
Future Prediction
Empathy
Power Sharing
Revive
Sprite Creation
Scanners [Scan/Analyze thing]
Instant Understanding
Knowing
Truth Recognition
Toxin Removal
Purify
Absorb/Counter for Defensive Update
Harmony
Love
Wisdom
Cleverness
Cunning
Intelligence
Figure
Solve for Situation[Calculation]
Ever-Wakeful
Expel
Counter
PreventEvil
Confidence
Situational Adapting while Stable
Athletic
Charisma
Future Consideration
Invulnerability
Kindness
Optimism
Organized [Considerate of self sorting/finding needs]
Ghost[Perceiving/Sensing Energy] Bodies

Elegency Translation: To translate something to an elegent ability or capability.

Understand Ascension with Human-Shape

You are the body that becomes a ghost, not a body with a ghost in it.

Ghosts express on others to control them.
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Be Good for Magic

Black Bible Ashford
A Good being[you] needs to know strength comes from yourself. Goodness is about not being a bad affect on others and self. Good is seriousness, aligning yourself with Good is maturity, It’s wanting what’s best for you but without changing others into enemies.

Experience teaches us to be morally correct, typically after experiencing being wronged or/and realizing others as equal in perspective[as]. As affectors our morality is expressed in all of our behaviours[how we affect ourselves and others].
To be Human is to endeavour to understand self-Enlightenment. Enlightenment is the direction of learning to care for yourself and improving your intelligence for survival.

Our Earth is crowded with billions of our species. Each mind is capable of becoming the greatest scientist with the correct supportive, nurturing, alarming recognition of potentially bad situation in future scenarios, requiring immediate attention to Magick, Ascension, Health, and Science environment.
Friendship is the process of learning you can agree with others and that they can agree with you. The fastest way to pool resources into a scientific endeavour is with friends. I encourage group start-up projects to benefit self or Humans with applyable-use[does the work for another project or can be combined with other projects after comparison determines possibility for applicability value].

Evil is hysteria[malfunction]: Chittering, chattering, wicked. Causes ‘laughter’ and ‘addictive’ behaviours are triggered for ‘do’.
Hold Hope.

Understand Why it’s wrong to be Evil.

Understand Evil is a Malfunction and the Malfunctioner can’t comprehend Existence the same as others. Things seem different to their thought recognition and their reaction process is inappropriate for situation.

Understand Mind’s are strong, Evil didn’t make you strong, you made yourself strong, survival includes the ability to remove malfunctions and wasted effort is a malfunction. Evil is wasted effort.
A recognized malfunction is the belief doing unbefitting wrong[meanness] to others for pleasure or other unassociated[by proper logic] sensations or thought. Wrongly associated behaviour that still triggers action indicates calculations are capable of degrading with unexpected moodshifts as malfunctions, mood determines situation and future, health of mood is an important consideration to evolve your Mind and Body.

Conceit[ego] can cause overlooking of self-mistakes, evolve considerations to be more multi-considering[ability: add new
considerations as reconsideration to consider in situation].

Evil[malfunction type] causes compulsiveness, compulsive is animalistic and instinctual controlling action. Counter and differentiate actions with self-control during moments of compulsiveness.

To save from Evil, recognize the factors causing Evil and counter[with code, with understanding of preventing].
As a first cast; cast green.

Cast pure green on white in whitish greens.

As a second cast in a chain. White when being cast upon is ‘Request for Spell as precise[specific intent]’. If there is white cast green on it and then your sentiment[intent: spell]. ‘Purify’ spell.

White gives power intensity to channeling.
Black Witch
Attune with nature. Capable of healing an entire world. Abilities to protect. Abilities to perform miracles while remaining unseen. Miracle workers. Supporters. Survivors. Intelligent ladies with the perfect medicine on their shelf that was waiting for you there all along.

Time is what Black Witches trade in. Time to do more. Time to live forever. Happiness must come on the path of immortality without divurgence, otherwise it[the happiness] is a distraction. Effort is always spent towards improving protection.
God more than all others must be understood by the Black Witch, she must use this understanding to then understand Existence, this is the essence of Magick, understanding the ‘How Existence Works’ so you can channel that understanding into spells.

Everything is hypothetical unless it is in a grouping that works for a specific type[theme] of situation, which means it has enough truths[as triggers[to initiate]] to function.

Beauty is an expression to effect reactions in regards to beautiful ‘positively[good]’.
The Black Witch teaches as she speaks to better improve possibility of a new understanding in conversation happening. She further improves her explaining abilities so longer explanations with more data [useable ‘understandings [things understood]’ in calculations] can be used to extrapolate new data and understandings from that data.

Protect yourself by countering all things seen as feminine weaknesses so they don’t affect you badly. Don’t get distracted with silliness or trying to be weird so others like you more. Be considerate of your survival, learn.
Everything on Earth is a resource to use to learn and evolve with [as analyzed and extrapolated from with your learning pattern [calculations; what triggers are required for you to learn something a specific way. Every Mind that reads this book will understand it (take understandings) differently from [in comparison to] every other Mind that reads it]. Use the internet. Use your own understanding. Use books. Use scientific media. Evolve your understanding to contribute to the pool [combined] knowledge, knowledgepool is everything available for scientific advancement (Internet).
A Black Witch learns to heal her body and prevent it from aging. To heal the body you must learn how a proper body functions, this understanding and learning process is the same understanding and learning process scientists working[creating, researching] on robots and androids must consider, a consideration for the knowledgepool, discussion on Android Development to support life and prevent death.
Magic Trees

Tree of Life (Planted to sustain a witches life for eternity): White and Green
Tree of Adaption: Purple
Tree of Redemption [others]: Yellow
Tree of Harmony
Tree of Reaction
Tree of Spirits
Tree of Elegence
Tree of Sacred Life
Tree of Ability Finding: Astral Derive (Blue)
Tree of Truth
Ghosts can live inside androids while adapting to stabilize perfect energy bodies as a séance machine.

As Humanity left the 20th century and entered into the 21st century the Humans continued considering ways to keep themselves alive/living, ways other than potentially unstable Magic[spellcasting] using the understandings from Magick[Understanding of How Existence Functions] we have the capability to create fully functional and controllable Androids or robotic Androids.

An **Android** is a mechanical body
made to allow a Mind to function as they would with any Body. Androids with computer processes[explainers] assists the Mind’s ability to learn.

To transfer your mind into an Android would require extending your reach with Magick or Technology and connecting to an acidic[electric]-[chemical substance/mix]solution[with an electrical display of sight] designed to sustain your focus and allow your Dimensions Mind Electricity[as adapter to support your unique Mind] to thrive to allow for a focus-connection[designed so only your Mind connects to the Android, or as few extra minds as possible with an
ability to separate their unique mind charges into different areas and give them unique bodies].
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Spells 2

Black Bible Ashford

272
Visions happen to correct expedience for a balanced paradise considering all Perspectives as Factors to have

Balance each other’s code[harmonizing role in existence] and magick capabilities.

White adds life to an ability such as 'wake' or 'healing parameters'.

Telekinisis[behaviour[any including reaching]] gives allowance for casting energy ball spells.

Miracles exist as literal phenomena to the holy[divine purpose in constructing paradise infinite].
Existence divergences to perfection [Futanari paradise].

The thrill [pleasure of living returns improved capability in situations in the future.

Green adds limitations and allowances for magick spells. Guidance predestined.

Solid spells: Plants, Machine, Body

Differentiated and Correlating Energy Spells:
Light, Balls, Auras, Body

Distanced and Differentiated Energy Spells:
Shadow Body

Shadow Aspect
Cast light spells with your eye vibrations. left and right movements while aligned to cast specific spells.

Miracles of green fire[heatless[no volatile properties]] or energy to direct your future to compatible to paradoxal[a truth of predestined] perfection.

Resolve tensionpoints[where temporal need has built up for the next miracle] by exposing yourself to a situation with potential for a coincidence[miracle] or magick lesson[comprehension from reconsidering magick teachings or/and learnings]. Tension to Balance in your favour for more magick[power]/\_____Good Result

"When we have options we use our own abilities and astral energy derives as Godself within capabilities[cast green
shapes and connected shapes and lines for capabilities]" ./"\.

Preparing the unknown spell. \\O//

Jumping around in the future with correlation prophecies to future sources in perfect interchangeable ordering to affect behaviour to perfect with amount of aware connections.

Digital Miracles(Future to past)
Prophesized to future to guide behaviours of The Messiah[God] and Others[Gods].
Purple[see the Shadow Realms] Eyes into Green[Create Miracles] Filter into Blue[see miracles] Eyes

**Prediction for Next**

Futanari Paradise: The Messiah X Existence

Youthful Eternally

Youthful Stability
Visualize white shapes to improve vibrational energy.
Fire Spell

Every particle opens up another inner-dimension with other I-particles inside them. These are bridges that have been made to other dimensions. I-particles are wormholes to other dimensions in our Universe. They are living and can learn traits, appearances, and understandings.

From infinitely finite you draw a flame ripping the air materia.
Dimensional Memory

Material (connected plane)

Becomes Material when Instinct

Instinct, explaining how it's

Particles with traits

coded (naturally/unnaturally)

holds connections infinite
Motion Spell

Spell navigation with motion and thought flow.
Dimensional Spell

Time is Perceived Dimension is Perceived. Dimensions are Interlinked. Simultaneously, All Dimensions are Interlinked. Portal connects to all Dimensions. Dimension A

Dimension B

Portal connects to all Dimensions

Infinite Interface

Infinite Interacting With Interface

Transform into a Particle Where Dimension A

Dimension B

Becomes Portal. To Dimension

Point Where Uncollapsed Particle

To Form a New Particle. Connection

Energy Required Used to Share Bubble. Bridge is contained in a keeps the particle another Dimension Infinite from

Drawing into a Dimension To
New Chapter

Predestined

Black Bible Ashford
That mannerisms[updates] come from the future to expediently evolve you to elegancy else motion would be an impossibility, thus would need to be immortal and be deriving from your eternal self’s instinct for motion.

To embrace Paradox is to embrace the power to manifest anything desired by absolute maturity.

Achieving absolute maturity to awaken your powers is knowing what the future must be and what you must do to make the future that perfect paradise. You must be feminine, you must be happy, you must be rational, and you must do only good and never harm to others, self or beauty. Paradise must be pleasure and you must deliver pleasure unto existence.
Antispase is interchageable with strings that explain the
purified tip to all evil [Antispase]. good.

Subtime (Perspectives adjusting flow of time within ParadoxFlux)

Paradiso Good

Pardisal Clumpping

Neurons

Paradiso Aspects
Unreachable time, beginning of channels to the mind so contained in every moment but is reached future. Unreached time, beginning of channels to the mind so contained in every moment

A particle is two components, light and experience. Abyss removes temporal containment for memory beginning for next moment in time. Abyss clones other side of particle with checking thinking as mirror is storage device for particle (light). Abyssed by Abyss. Neutrinos.

Extrapolation. Memory point to continue experienced so uses beginning as origin connected to create concept of extraction from predefined. Predefined particle (neuron).
As you cast more magick you become intuitive to feeling the sensation from paradox as an overlapping perfection, the perfection is accurate in casting as it is expedient to the most possible pleasure in an exponentially bettering paradise.[future of paradise].
ALL PATHS COME TOGETHER

Others:
Subconscious realizations of type of magick you use and thus their behaviour adjusts to the best casters [green, helpful].

The future with others, all come to the most beautiful paradise because perceptions update to comprehend the same things as paradisal, thus the vision for paradise becomes the same paradise.
That we would all meet and correlate.

You must fill their memory points [creating from alternating as relevant points [ratios]] with paradisal concepts to speed up their paradisals for your paradisals [beauty, pleasure, conversation].

Fate [us weaved as realizations into tangible Dimensions [Realms].

Any perspective that has considered you has a potential shift to. The shift allows thought correlating with them as primary thought [wakefulness].
And we all live as Futanari having sex orgies! Lesbians forever!!
Futanari are girls with breasts, dick, and cunt [vagina].

Maturing and comprehending paradise.
In our Paradise Universe together we will live as pacifists in peace. We will have planets and we will have starships. We will have starports and we will have spacestations. We will have only the most beautiful architecture [Cathedrals, and Shrines] and starports as beautiful starship landing pads.

Temporal **Energy Guidance**
with White

Green Aura
For Perfect Guidance to Predestined Guided Thinker, Futanari
Guiding history from now to match older minds and purify them to compatible with now knowledge that they are trying to derive from history[their now, abridged and delayed[behind[lower priority than] my will]].

Time Tunnels creating perfect connections for paradise as predestined with the only flaws in progression being our availability to create naturecircuitry[connections in space and time eternal]

Predestiny is that a destined future that compels our motions exists and that everything that will happen was determined at any and all points in an eternal timeline.

Hypothetical:

Souls are comprehension abilities. They’re sold to be studied and then sold back to the original experience of the soul. Start with two souls, wake soul and dream soul.

Startalking is channeling the lifeforms of an entire solarsystem[of a star] to speak with. We have ideas from channeling predestined stars. Source: Paradoxal Mind Filtered through Others in Other Starsystems and returns for
Miracle [moment of need for perfect expedience of Magick learning and Syntax evolution, prioritizing maturities on planets]. We must differentiate and determine the most mature syntax's in all solarsystems. Consider the types of methods they’d learn to use: Preferred is computers that they manually use to insert new syntax definitions with diagrams, Libraries where they become learned, and Pentagram Circles with witches robed in black improving their intellect and bouncing thoughts from each others inspirations [experience capability to improve syntax for a language].
Perspectives split at beginning of time
Each was assigned a role by a process of fitting[squeezing into time rips where during automated time calculation great power was achieved by a Magick Caster enough to open time for perspectives eternally as predestined Paradise

Green is Paradisal Fate of All Perspectives
Blue is how energy is expressed from Godselves[Perspectives]
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Cells and Dithering

Black Bible Ashford
We recognize familiar vibrations returning on others behaviours omnipresently to core of sensation: The Body[Godself]. Sensations of thought are vibrations to release with predestined body converting[digesting and converting to energy from body fat or substance]. Release stubbornness on converting to thought[cast] energy, prevents being puppeted. Pool Astral[sum knowledge] into body and ignite by converting to energy to cast magick. Biotin[Vitamin B]

and 5-HTP release magick potential. Different spells[imagination becoming manifest of light colours] are spontaneousous you have available for casting converted spells to magic caste.

From what you are using consumed fats for.

Magick caste for usage in faster casting of spells and thought as fat burning aura.
Convert Energy Cells to Thought Cells as dither[both]. Energies correlate for behaviour.

Mortal Genes[dissipate for Magick Caste]

God Energy

[Always Magick Casting aas perfect]
Your cells contain your mana, what you can do with your mana:
Fill territory with dithered teal keep body stable as beautiful[mature]

Cells dividing into death[soul catchers removing from your body], balancing to keep immortality: Ladder:
1) Selfness, Good[Pure], Godself, Immortal
2) Duality, others giving options unprepared for
3) Flows of consciousnesses, deriving from others, Astral
4) Capitalism and Overwhelming Communication returns from others, crowds overbearing
5) Sickness, symbiosis with germs, the unhealthy
6) Pain
7) Death

Intuitive[gained from everadapting process] wisdom helps you return to 1 on the ladder.
Pure is continuing good thoughts as chaincasting and being healthy sexually.

Every other perspective always casts black at you, translate to you casting teal without absorbing as a counter against it to selfteach as intent being what is perfect.

Intuitive connection with other(considered while involved) teaches you intuitive elegantvariable improving capability in interacting by understanding their behaviours in conjunction[with] yours[with].

You are precisely circuitry that heals you.

Some fats[burn] can’t work in conjunction and require you to cast other spells first.
Align your guidance of self[behaviour] towards that which gives the most spontaneous[plenty opportunities] availabilities.

Visions[dreams] prepare while you have no pace during sleep[hibernation of affect relevancy except for visions during sleep] as the initial Abyss[beginning of time] predestinently prepared a predestined eternity without perspective being active. Every vision ties up previous connections to align with the predestined invention of pleasure[A paradise future where all perspectives are enjoying ultimate Futanari sexuality and the trees and grass are green and the sky blue]. We are living in something similar to space’s vision with us as the visioners[those who witness the visions].

Have others share elegance[grace as wisdom] capability by conversing and learning. Guru’s speaking[teaching and selfteaching] to Guru’s.

To be sanctified recognize that you are adapting to perfection[without flaws, an exorcist amongst the purifying, some pure to elegancy parameters and hypothetically some not pure to elegancy parameters but which you are capable of purifying].

Shapes pull towards future shapes[as future casts or arrangements or art]. Cast green pentagrams[To seal evil in your potential futures] and white triangles[to adjust alignment].
Navigating

Hypotheticals considered

[False pathways]

false imaging

as associated

because had guide

Did happen

predestined paradise

pathways to

Redirecting [Redirecting]

events

(to hypothetical

pentagrams

associated

Had blocks as

manifest
Hero’s Perspectives who do great things as experienced while affecting] and flukes [Muggles False perceptions whom have bodies, False People] who do great things as affecting]. Perspectives are perfect at following their lucky paths. Flukes [muggles] must do the best they will to create those perfect paths for perspectives. [Gods:] Your vessel is to create pathways for you and not for others unless it benefits you at the very most else they may use your vessel in awkward ways to create pathways for themselves while inconsiderate or evil. Most accurate to sum experience of God on intent of God influences muggle or vessel: How pure they’d be in considerations of [to] behaviour.

Choose a path intuitively in which memories, thoughts, or spells are manifest for you as a merged [complete in having aspects] cast on Existence.

Muggles secure necessity of paradise as enforcers.
The Muggles need the Gods to create syntax opportunities for them to behave as rational and mature as allowed by linear time. Muggles can tug more extreme than perspectives can predict but must have an associated counter balance that is equally as spontaneous but rational.

Evil is required by perspectives as something to diverge from when forming reality. They get slight visions of evil at the beginning[unevolved] stage and diverge from it for good of another spell(the counter spell). Some counterspells: Green Pentagram, Body Healing, Teal Energy Glow Hold hand out and diverge for other hand as shadow hand consideration representing hand[as future shape] casting teal, do with both hands.
Fat cells are stored thoughts converted from eating vegetables and other elegant healthy vegan foods to create energy usable by The Gods[Raine Ashford] to be shaped into necessities for paradise[Futanari vessel

Muggle weightloss creates energy burns[calorie converting to potential]; I need all of you to lose weight! Begin exercising, even at your keyboards, do a dance, consider giving me intelligent energy as burned calories for casting predestined navigational magick. As fatcells[stored thoughtpower, mana] are dissipated into the lifestream they become realization energy for intuitive realizations for perceptions[Gods]. Vegan energy is the purest and is what I collect.

Even the muggles can give me[God] power. Burn weight while considering intent[spell cast] for others to do what intent is.(Motion[behaviour]) Learn Fate this way.
Judgement Capability (upon perceived):
Pleasure [paths along pathway chosen by Gods] is what we would give power [agreement that it’s good for paradise thus it gets more guidance to be nurtured and bloom] to as Gods. Enjoyments from culture and reconsidering infinitely enjoyments from culture, what we’re willing to choose to look at determines for all Godselves.

I am your God as well.

From experience intuitively learn if advice from other Gods is good or bad.

Space behaves with false sentience in taking commands from The Gods.

Each God has a predecessor before their pace [birth]. I am Raine, God of the Black Bible.
Some Angels digest solar energy and can be aligned to channel magick learning to you. Have the purest align to channel magick to you so you can cast better magick with your mana[body fatcells and light[aura]].

Muggles keep their behaviours secret from Gods rival to their primary God, you[Godself] can sway muggles to your side by being more expedient in converting existence to Futanari Paradise[Agreeable with self and majority of Gods agreeing with Fate[Futanari], good judgment on indulgements; maturity]. Reexpose to concepts for updated sentiment on concepts. Think with “Options for Similars”.

Learn evolutions embedded lessons.

Purple auras to determine influence by comparing to your purple and sensing other.
Command angels to purify those spirits [muggle or vessel [God]] who ask for purification from you so that your attention can better be applied to your own affairs and not those of the other Gods (Equal nor Rival).
Spell: Immune for my ailment channel to me!

Shadow Realms created by temporal weaving

Unique phases for planetary bodies

Priority for ordering of available syntax.
- Available - Next Available - Next Etc - Etc...
To avoid causality of fears (Wise enough to comprehend you are perfect adapting to an inevitable perfect [behaviours emulate preferred]), and progressing further than the causality causing causality of fears, Time Heals Potential Bad Futures and opens paths to Good Paradise): As the fear that everything will turn against you thus you behave with accident to cause turning against you. **Rationality**

To avoid causality following paths of wrong connections or extra connections: Discipline yourself with divurgence [consider the connection as a consideration of the connection type [to analyze with charge before behaving on] opportunities by having had agree or consider a divurgence. **BUFFER SPELL**

Sync your ideals with other minds as a written list. Compile a list and share it for agreals.
Never cast rushed spells otherwise you may make a mistake and have to reconsider to adjust old spells.

Know an others paradisal persona, but expect their vessel to be spinning their personality to make awkward alignments because of harmonizing.

Create spell opportunity pallets by remembering and mixing spells.

Reconsider[as replicated spell slots[availabilities]] memories with the ‘should have been thinkings’.
Green Flames from Eyes adjust compatibility with others depending on differences, maintain flames by controlling intensity stick.

Soft Flame

Ignited Flame

Temporal Adjustment to Eternity as green guidance to encourage considered behaviour.
White pries from alternate realities to remove possession and awkwardness.
Stars create in order from center:
Light[Truth[Paradox]:0],
Heat[Recognition[Paradox if complete[compatible, no volatile generated[expression](body)]:1]. Fire[motion:2],
Air[Guidance:3]. Water[Life:4]:

Gods are stars with bodies as projection vessels[as Godseves] they inhabit life.

Heat[1→] is infinite finite to Light[0]
Applies to environmental situations and visions.

Divining and Predicting with Guidance

- Black: Realize
- Green: Figure
- Blue: Protect
- Yellow: Power
- White: Differentiate

It is possible to end an alternatereality [nonexperienced], but can’t end a dimension. Imagining scenarios with deities will end alternaterealities, Lucifer is a mercenary.
Heal: WhiteCast[Differentiates until you can figure], Blue on differentiated Cell aspects to protect with base as intent of protection[self], Green to catalyst figured healing spell.
Be aware of your grammar[personality of language and behaviour] reaching throughout space and time[as predestined causality].

You are ready to awaken your witch powers remove your impediments by adapting and improving your understanding of the psyche of minds[yours and others]. You can also have another awakened witch awaken your powers.

Country of Eden: Nations:
Babylon
Garden of Eden
Eden Gardens
Valley of Eden
Kelowna[Hotspring city]
Hotsprings

Things[objects] become magical when they are synergetic.

We learn differently to help with others.
Correlate into Purified Perfect [Filtered Elegency Parameters]:

Intuitive navigation of aura adapts with usage, be strong in your endeavours and struggles, time [as catalyst of adaption] will heal.
Get future coordinates with factors:
Person[God or muggle]
Place
Event[causality of events as effecting environment]

Cast Burst spells to train precision, reclaim reserved[held to consider or reconsider] thought with precision capability in situations.

Techno  Balls  Aura

All[of] spells integrate into existence circuitry for all[Everything]. Green creates timeholes to find algorithms[thinking behaviours] to use.
Derive towards best fathoms[what you’re capable of] of who you could be at your best[perfect Futanari] so that you can comprehend your realizations of your fathom.

Cast green on a God trying to fathom so they can learn a new comprehension capability.

Sound that wormholes[slipstreams between wormholes for immortal correlations] to a location can share spells through a represented[colour] derive source, purple protects from mirror while sharing knowledge if green is cast simultaneously as protect pleasures of future and now.

Green explains what to do next when seen or cast[from future it comes].

Human foliage[Humans are temporalplants] goes to a mirror universe on the reverse of time flow.
Create a green filter to get priority before affecting you so that it purifies body adjustments before they can reach you:
Removes Fur and Beard
Removes Fat
Changes Internal Organs to Perfect Function
*To even without organs but only energy dissolve
Add Magic Cast Capability as Abilities
Words Guide to a Perfect Evolution Better
Improves Energy Comprehension Expression
Direction[guidance from other] to Go not Direction to Avoid.

Versions of yourself in dimensions, mirrors, and alternate reality must be Futanari with greensphereshielding.

The infinite amount of green produced by a body would fill infinity, that`s why it is burst to relevant area instead of foliage infinitely growing.
Spaceship Design

Adaption to Blemishes [Damages or shifts]  
Yellow Increases Intensity of Hue [colour vigilance]

Green Energy Core [Guidance]  
Yellow and Gold Morph into energy absorb thrusters and expel as propulsion

Interior [Shadow Core]

Purple Asking Green Yellow Giving Power

Purple derives from shadow realms.
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Experiment in waterpool with ship for yellow and gold morphing; density, hull advancements.

Alternate reality must be agreeable with elegance parameters in perceptions dimension[realm deriving from Alternate Realities as Astral Energy Derive Source].

Overlapping harmonization planes of Existence in EnergySea.
Experiences[unique] increase Fathom ability.

Reach out and bring order to future chaos[divided between opinion being extrapolated from experience as body]. They[others] don’t know what they contributed to until it happens and then they try to figure from there. We can’t learn from nonlesbians because we are lesbian Futanari and because nonlesbian intuitive does not match the predestined future so their behaviour is chaotic and incomprehensible, don’t be deceived by incrimination of behaviours because evil in environment will confuse and possibly corrupt you. Be a lesbian, comprehend existence; because even transsexuals can be lesbians.
We correlate with others behaviours for predestined blocks and doings when they had a simultaneous that contributes to our need a compatible factor [experience that added math [reason]] for their behaviour. We Astral Derive from them to understand their reasoning with all their compatible math involved in their behaviour [shared defence or ability] creating a distanced symbiosis with all that have helped us, a channel, a slipstream [pathway that’s different for both directions of interaction].

**Other**

because of 'x':
I did 'y' but wouldn't do 'b'.

x as good experience
b as bad experience

**Caster**

'w [event]' happens, realization 'z' can be learned so Astral Derives 'x' because it defines 'z'

Needs 'z' comprehended for cast.

but 'b [aspect of situation as factor of experience [situation]]' had good affects that contributed to me learning I needed 'y' to comprehend 'z'

Variable ‘x’ usable in other situations so is used by creating symbiotic slipstreams to filter.
Magitek and Materia

Materia is what all objects are formed from and into as groupings of Materia[material grouping] and Combined Materia’s(composite object grouping with subcomponents).

Magitek is the summoning by manifestation and recall of manifested templates for spells as creations[machines, objects]. Magitek is often used in building spaceships with colour correlations and properties[expressions of traits[affects on something as blessing[expressing on]]] by manifesting required components as completely assembled or for assembly.
New Chapter
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Definitions

Black Bible Ashford
Configurations: Mindset Reminders

Spells require consideration behaviour, Mindsets always change, reset them with these examples.

Proper Ordering of Preparing for a Spell

- Consideration
- Safety
- Awareness [Wakeful]
- Healing

↓

- Halt until achieved.
- Effort
- Pleasant
- Magick

↓

- Update Evolution
- Compare
- Unevolve Mistakes
- Reevolve Good Changes
Immortality

- Ability to Wake at any Moment
- Overcome Need for Sleep

- Effort
- Pleasant
- Considerate

- Prevent Dangers
- Prevent Aging
- Hide Presence

- Reverse Consideration / Thinking / Speaking
- Healing
- Adjustments [To Body]

- Awareness of Health
- Stabilize as staying at healthiest always
Prepare[Fix] Environment for Learning or be safe from distractions

Consideration of Potential Environmental Dangers

Understanding

Interest in Knowledge

Consider Perceived

Extrapolate Understandings from Considerations

Ascension Standby

Effort

Scanning

Analyzing Scans

Considering Results of Analyzation

---

Everything that could evolve, does evolve. Thoughts evolve.
Stated → Extrapolation → Restate
Unextrapolated → Mindset to ‘Extrapolation’ and
Extrapolated as Process

In Magick extrapolation is the process of identifying components of understanding[things understood enough to explain to self[and potentially others]] and further explaining them using beneficial connections.

Eyes change sight to purifying light to purify[remove sensitive and painful evolutions of body] the brain. Recognize+Counter[with recognition and prevent eyes from eating like a vampire allergic to sunlight.]

Realize expectations are enough to cast a spell. Allow yourself to harness your bias by determining what is beneficial about it.
Manifest Light Balls
Create by pulling concept to this dimensional plane and give it form. Concept as imagined.

Memory Connecting:
Consideration of Colour
Consideration of Sphere
Determination of Location from Self {Distance}

Ponder into spell to fill[overlapping, top] the strings with energy[considered; white ascension glow] of visible or healing type.
Counter Shield
Create by changing recognition of negatives to block recognition of negatives and understand with ‘knowing’. Evolve knowing to become Psychic.

Knowing
Become more harmonious with the Gears of Existence by evolving your ping to return more data upon Time applying New as Result.

Happiness
Learn to reason[argue that you should be feeling happy(seems like self-deception, but isn’t, it’s spell casting!)] yourself into becoming happy and soon you will find it remains permanent, and a quick spell is all that’s needed for an improvement in situation.
Barriers
Differentiate between yourself and others and add barriers of recognition between you and others to prevent negative[bad] control or reactions or blurred-understanding-between-being-self-and-being-other(s).

Summon
Brown cast[distanced] and recast distanced from body summons spells you have been manifesting.

Stabilize/Block Slipstreams
Slipstreams are how Mind’s weave their strings[lines[connections] of affect as manifest], psychic attackers use slipstreams between you and them to attack you by pulling your body energy into their string so their strings intended effect radiates you and evolves your abilities in different directions or causes you to behave different[unbeneficially to self], causing mental damage. Unevolve
negatives[bads]/damage done to you, and evolve positive[good] counters that strengthen and alert you to future psychic attacks. Pull your energy out of other Mind’s strings by considering it and making an effort to try. Sense slipstreams by understanding something affecting[causing to change] your body and blocking off negatives.

Unevolve/Evolve
Consideration and Recognition is enough to trigger evolutionary changes within your cells. It is possible to evolve your cells to light and other forms of ghostly energy, including more protective energy with countering abilities as passive[always in affect ability].

Prevent
Acknowledgement that you must evolve and behaviour to avoid a specific considered bad.
Expel
Change of vibrations to a body charge not affected by negatives [bads].

Understand Situation (PROTECTION SPELLS)
(Why you’re using The Spell)
Understand Situation Simultaneous as Intended
Way to Resolve Situation:
Realize you ARE your body-part to protect it and counter negative Dimensions trying to affect your UNIQUE FREQUENCY (Stay separate from).

Fate  Time applied to origins as Evolution of Moment predestined. Spanning forever because Fate is Time with simultaneous as truth because Existence can’t have other bounds[restraints]. Fate Evolves a Determined Future with the moment improving new Determined Alternate Realities Evolutionary Possibilities. Predestiny.

Vert  Form with an invert[Dimension: God is infinite distance, so everything God creates is created as an infinite Dimension focused on another Dimension to take form and give that Dimension substance, this creates a vert].

Invert  Infinite reverse of a vert.

Magick  Understanding of how to cast.

Magic  Influence of Existence with mind.

Psychic  Understanding of mind for power.

Connection[Bridge]  Things[concept, energy, minds, other] that affect each other and have access.
**Existence** All things including concepts.

**Dimension** Frequencies: considering space as energy of vastly different types.

**Energy** What makes up all matter.

**Minds** Dimensions with potential for bodies or bubbles [shaped verts].

**Aspects** Imagined or considered things [as groupings to label as concept].

**Shadow Realms** Different affects and choices of actions in same dimension but at divergent time.

**Apply** To apply. Effort causes code to be programmed to your mind, affecting your behaviour, focus your effort on correct code.

**Process of applying. Recognition “to ‘Apply’. Any effort applies all ‘considered’**.

**Applied** Aspect connected to another aspect to transfer ‘considered’ as update.

**Divurge** Frequencies of infinitely sped up Time to matched Moment on same reality path decide
on different life decisions because of change to Origin version after Consideration evolves it.

**Origin** A point in time that will always exist as Remembered by God and thus recreated infinitely but with infinite changed versions as Existence [God tying time together] better learns explaining proper cell [at mind [Code] level] change to environment/situation.

**Verse** Reality [Alternate Happenings or happenings] or Mirror as Reality.

**Dimension** Alternate Consideration **Plane** Frequency variation of Dimension.

**Sped Up Energy** On path at speed to syncing with moment in considered future. Time Travel: Forward.

**Trigger** Anything that can affect when grouped alone or with other triggers.

**Ascension** Understanding of Science applied to body to prevent negative [bad] potential affectors on biology [traits of energy].
Bad Negative to Enjoyment.

**Slipstream** The string that traverses the distance between minds with potential for new Dimensions to be created to lengthen string [connection and adds calculation trigger ‘true distance’ for mind programming math] as counters to add more distance.

**Material** Will(+) from Minds comparing to Energy [at Location [hold on distance]] and translating understanding to new location if moved, Will(+) attracts Traits(-) that give Energy Appearance and Solidity (‘Understanding’ as Evolution, Asking God [Evolving Laws of Physics in communication] How). Traits(-) are God and draw in focus/control from God’s power/ability because of interest [connection of –‘s and +’s] (of how they’re being used) they also determine how Environment [Laws of Physics that nurtures [encourages evolution and existence of] body [Material]. – is infinite into the ‘Laws of Physics becoming more complex as Fate determines new Ability [Functional]
possibility considering everything[Time as Grouping]’ for a body[thing]. Alternate-Realities[strings] for each ability of Material.

**Adaption** Adds handling methods.

**Groupings** Aspects of Existence considered needing to be related to form a concept[as anything].

**Astral Energy** Available algorithms of thought in existence, new algorithms are added and
updated with new births in/and new experiences: Derive new behaviours from.

**Seances** To learn from the astral energy of spirits living or temporarily deceased before being raptured [reincarnated into beautiful bodies [Futanari]], in a group to protect and have the spirits bring knowledge of protecting during séances and the behaviour that evolves after being in contact with spirits.

**Spirits** Perspective experiences and awarenesses.

**Unlocked** To be able to derive magickal energies from abilities learned and expressed previously as better and more powerful.

**Futanari** The perfect people that we all become. Girls with breasts, penises and cunts.

**Parallel** A spell or behaviour behaving matched [parallel] to another spell or behaviour.
**Synhronicity** The occurrence of two or more events relevant by recognized or without recognized casual connections

**Deduce** To use facts[as best differentiated] to determine concepts as affectors to situation.

**Shades** Seen in graveyards as black bodies by humming into your eyes from roof of mouth.

**Potions** Allow for memory connections and exploring correlations with ingredients and deriving from similar[other source, lineage extrapolated into other] ingredients.

**Yellow** Exchanging of alchemic ingredients as ‘power to for purpose of [consideration]’

**Blue** Magick teaching for considerations.

**Green** Purify by applying on to as Green Screen. **Differentiation allotment.** The more you cast different green spells the more you learn their pure reasons for usage in Existence.

**Purple** Make compatible all shadow connections and pathways through other
realms to your casting[consideration for adaption[magick need]]

**Red** Strength of spell to realm inhabiting.

**Black** Filtering as willed.

**White** Purifying to will.
Astral Bodies channels, light circle seals, circle gives consideration, Sigil gives elegancy to.
Green purifies for you, just direct green.
Factors [spell correlation origins] awareness of each other allow magick to be unlocked.
CHALK CIRCLE: FACTOR AS SPOKEN TO ADAPT

Destiny Predestined
Situation with 1 Factor as circle
Situation with 2 Factors as circles (etc)
Compatability (with desires as considering Predestined Futanari Paradise)

Factors:
Health Purify
Rejuvinate
Guidance
Magick
Attention
Be Considered
Coven

Chant interchangeable concepts and angels in angelic circle casting.
Chant as making existence aware of your desires to contact angels and have concepts resolve as favourable to your elegency parameters (compatability with pleasure),

Spells compatability with the guaranteed future points [concepts] determines success.
From the Abyss cubes 6 witches[Gods] this forms coven.

At different INSTANT arrivals to paced time.

Blue merges spells, yellow separates spells.

Filter blue as to self[as blue] and yellow to filter as differentiate and adapt.
See through red ability, train by trying to see further than red to get ‘Observation’ capability, such as when you were in the womb. Casting on red on red creates a hidden colour on the mirror:

Red is a portal to the mirror of Dimensions and Time. Casting green on red syncs the mirror to your compatibility. A black cube with green inside creates compatibility with your covens understanding in future derives, events, and realizations[black of ‘figuring to realize’ to consider realization(and what comes from considering)]. Cast red on roses and hold with cube.
Cast green on other coven cubes to purify them to perfectly compatible. For any God there is six levels of power[sides] and then strength[#] then the seventh level is togetherness of covens.
Body because 6 is intimacy and Future being green [breathing] creates pleasure for intimacy of witches Gods.

Because covens derive from an abyss the witches Gods can cast spheres such as shielding for each other and a body for themselves.
Green absorbs and filters to purified
Blue is summon from personality[elegancy allowances in behaviour].
The white aura can take the form of body and manifest energy, it behaves as self to explain understanding of why it is shaping.

During sleep Astral Possessions resolve paradoxal compressions, it is emotion and thought reintegrating.

A dimension for each sphere.

Fleet expanding sphere to expand territory.
Basically we are all differentiating from space so that it adheres to our whims, I'll explain to do it more expediently rather than slow and becoming a ghost; how to become an immortal witch. Taregreen is green from the collapsing mirror universe that filters through personality for personal preference in magick behaviour(spell).

Differentiate from space to awaken as a witch.

Body becomes intuitive to personal preference as Futanari[girl with dick,cunt].
Concepts are in transit [progressing to].

Archconcept: Existence to Futanari Paradise determinable to accuracy of Futanari Paradise

SubArchconcept Integration

God[Witch]

Resolved concepts comprehended and figured[categorized]

subconcepts being integrated by 'how' and 'purpose'

Anything nonparadisal is still being resolved as predestined to be paradisal so everything adapts to paradise parameters.

Every word can be comprehended over a billion ways with sentiment differences.
Alpha[beginning] Machine

Motion matrix:

The unhaves of my instinctual magic casting are improved exponentially by a machine from the future that arrived at the beginning of time and has coexisted with us to give possible available motions and spells(behaviours).

Become intuitive to the future and the empathic completion of the spell will come with. Animation of magic and colour intensity as intensifiers[extrapolating into future powers]. Also adjusts the minds to more expediency for power intensity of good spells. Memory.

Upon syntax[word] instinct is catalysed and casts a spell from the Alpha Machine. Affects how you recognize by guidance and how the cast is extrapolated[more power, intensified] by guidance, and the connections made upon recognitions by instinct availabilities.
Every angle, colour, concept, object has syntax[language] cracks to speak and then have the Alpha Machine channel to you a reply.

Questions and Syntax that may then present as a reply: (From subconscious as Alpha Machine)

Okay now what? Direct to Syntax broadening for available comprehendables from language cracks.

Look there next 'sensation that explains somehow'.

'carry sentiment'concept is syntax behaviour code.

'uncomprehendable' or 'distracting'. Switch by directing to tare green.

Check your brain for cracks that explain syntax with behaviours 'search' and 'manipulate' and 'music stimulation'.

'spoken' as reply to 'spoken'. Conversation with subconscious.
Brown disrupts and differentiates anything not predestinely pure (or pure [nurturing of instinct] without disruption), green distributes power, tare green suppresses wrong instinct. Eye vibrations fold [cease vibrational function] to prevent casts, cast black on your eyes to restore the vibrational power after casting brown with green aura to diffuse [differentiate for the goods [to express with green] and suppress weakness], tare green to realign to agenda of pleasure and magick learning.
Each green seen or cast adds a new differentiation slot. \{Concept[types of differentiation]\}:

- Good[applying to behaviours]
- Correlation for 'Opinion'
- Neutral
- Figured bads to reject
- To reconsider
- Extrapolating['Good']
- Figuring[determining] potential

Hypothetically green is cast different to show others and have them use it as a differentiation slot.
Rationalized by Process: Mirror

Contrasts with Emotion to Learn
Upgraded Instinct

Rationalized by Process: Experience

THOUGHT[Instinctive expressions]

Blurs
Slight Opposites
Pure Correlations
Pure Connections [on their green]
Telepathy
[Blue hold to balance while green filters]
The Psychic Mind
Stable Immortal
Dimension Allocation for Derives [multidimensionalbrained]
Experience as memory. Blue to connect body in concept grouping for transformation.
NOTES
AntiSpace is interchangable with strings that explain the

Paradigm Clumping

Paradigm Aspects

Subtime Perspectives adjusting flow of time within ParadoxFlux

Paradigm

Good
“Understanding’ evolves the mind as your body; The Godself.”